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Abstract

This thesis examines the identity of the students at the Montreal Hoshuko and the factors

that affect the way in which they identify themselves as Japanese, drawing upon a

framework of political economyand concepts of globalization and transnationalism. It

also explores how Japanese identity is changing in this globalized world. The fieldwork

demonstrates that the identity of the Hoshuko students is somewhat commoditized based

on Japanese popular culture such as Pokémon. It suggests that increasing communication

and contact with external forces has changed and will further change the way Japanese

people understand their own culture, identity, and themselves. It is argued that identities

are not fixed or frozen in time; rather, they should be understood as flexible and a process

shaped by history, a given context, and multiple externàl factors, and that a more fluid

understanding of Japanese culture and identity is needed in a globalized, transnationalized

world.

Résumé

Cette thèse s'intéresse à l'identité des jeunes adolescents de l'école Hoshuko de Montréal

et des facteurs qui affectent la manière dont ils s'identifient en tant que Japonais, en

utilisant un cadre politique, économique et les concepts de globalisation et de

transnationalisme. Elle s'attarde aussi aux transformations de l'identité japonaise à

l'heure de la globalisation. Le travail sur le terrain démontre que l'identité des étudiants

Hoshuko est en quelque sorte basée sur le produit de la culture populaire telles Pokemon.

Cet ouvrage soutient que l'effet de la mondialisation, les rencontres et les

communications croissantes ont changé et vont encore changer la manière dont les

japonais se perçoivent, perçoivent leur propre culture et leur identité. Il est démontré dans

cet ouvrage que l'identité n'est pas figé dans le temps, mais bien qu'elle devrait être

considérée comme flexible, comme pouvant être façonné par l'histoire, dans un contexte

donné et par de multiples facteurs externes. Ainsi, une compréhension plus souple de la

culture japonaise et de son identité est nécessaire dans un monde global transcendant les

frontières.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Urashimataro: The Change of Kikokushijo

[Before 1left Japan], 1was filled with uneasiness [about coming to
Canada]. 1 was afraid that 1 would feellike Urashimataro when 1 come
back to Japan...

- Mrs. Kata
[Translated from Japanese]

These words were spoken to me by Mrs. Kato, the mother of a Hoshuko student named

Miho, whom 1came to know through my involvement with the Montreal Hoshuko school.

The child of Japanese expatriates living in Quebec, Miho, like many others, attends the

Montreal Hoshuko on Saturdays in order to experience a Japanese educational program.

In her statement, Mrs. Kato alludes ta the ancient Japanese tale, Urashimataro, which

tells about how things can change while one is away from one's native land. The story is

about a young fisherman, named Urashimataro, who was invited to the Sea Palace to

feast and celebrate with the Sea Princess and the King. As he enjoyed his time at the Sea

Palace, he forgot about his mother and his life in the village. When he final1y returned to

the village after three years, everything had changed, and he no longer belonged in the

village.! By comparing herself with Urashimataro, Mrs. Kato is expressing her

uneasiness and her fear as a Japanese expatriate that when she returns ta Japan, things
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might be so different that she will neither feel a sense of belonging in her community nor

acceptance by the people. This concern is indeed shared by many Japanese expatriates

living overseas for prolonged periods. They worry that physical absence may disconnect

them from Japan, and that they will be left alone and isolated when they finally return

home.

In reviewing the history of returning expatriates, these concerns seem largely

justified (cf White 1988). From the 1970s onward, many Japanese who returned to Japan

after spending sorne years overseas faced enormous difficulties readjusting to Japanese

society. The Japanese media excessively problematized, in particular, the maladjustment

of the children who had lived abroad (referred to as kikokushijo2 or returnee children). In

the 1980s, the problem of returnee children came to be regarded as a "social problem"

and the children themselves considered "different" from "ordinary" Japanese people and

treated as a "problem". The media reports highlighted the bullying that these children

faced at school and the consequent psychological problems they suffered. They were

frequently labeled as "non-Japanese," "half-Japanese," "contaminated/polluted Japanese,"

"foreigners," and "Westernized." They were reported to suffer an "identity crisis" and a

loss of their sense of belonging. Indeed, when they returned to Japan, they felt like

Urashimataro, who lost a sense ofbelonging in his home village.

There have been a number of studies (anthropological, sociological, educational,

and psychological) on issues relating to returnee children, and their focus has

predominantly been the type of problems that these children face once they return to

Japan and the possible solutions to their problems (cf Kobayashi 1978; Saito 1988; White

1988). The prescriptive measures they propose center on how these children can be made

"normal", like other students, through readjustment programs in Japan. Comparatively

speaking, however, l found that there is a dearth of detailed studies on how Japanese

children grow up in a foreign country. Little research has been done regarding the

children's daily lives abroad, and howtheir lives have changed due to recent

technological advancement. Do they feel different from "ordinary" Japanese people who

have never left the country? If so, what makes them feel so different? Do they not think

they are Japanese? In the case of the students who participated in my study, l sought to

find out if they feeI "Canadianized" or "Westernized." While the purpose of overseas
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Japanese education has been adequately studied, few details are actually known about

overseas Japanese schools. By eliciting the voices of the students at the Montreal

Hoshuko, my thesis aims to fi.!l this gap in the literature on Japanese overseas and

returnee children.

The aim of this thesis is twofold. On the one hand, 1will analyze the identity of

the Montreal Hoshuko students and delineate the factors that influence how they identify

themselves as Japanese. On the other, I will use the identity of the Hoshuko students as a

case study to explore how Japanese identity in general is changing-namely, by reference

to globalization and transnationalism, which have all but transformed the condition of

Japanese people living abroad. While leaving Japan may formerly have been unsettling

and considered to be a special event, this is no longer the case. Technological

advancements have made them feel that living abroad is not so different. The advent of

cheap airfare, the Internet, satellite TV, affordable long-distance calls, and so on have

helped them achieve cultural continuitywith Japan.

Furthermore, based on my examination of the identity of the Hoshuko students, I

seek to illustrate how the Japanese political economy has influenced the general

understanding of Japanese culture and identity, and how this may have affected the way

the kikokushijo (returnee children) understand themselves today vis-à-vis other Japanese

people and the way they are seen by non-kikokushijo. I ask how the context of

intensifying globalization, transnationalism, increasing communication, and contact with

external forces-in short, the increasing movement of people and commodities, and the

general interconnectedness of the world-has changed and will further change the way

Japanese people perceive the outside world and their own culture. I seek to explore the

connection between the identity crisis that kikokushijo were reported to suffer and the fact

that historically there has been a very rigid, fixed definition of Japanese identity. Finally,

I ask how this definition of Japanese identity is changing in the context of the current

political economy.

This thesis is divided into five chapters. Chapter 1 includes the introduction;

analytical framework ofthis study; and the methodology ofmy inquiry. Chapter 2

presents the research context, beginning with a history of Japan's education system. It

highlights the importance of school education in Japan and how the Japanese government
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struggles to maintain national identity through the promotion of internationalization and

nihonjinron (theory of Japanese people). I also discuss how the kikokushijo have been

historically problematized in Japan and how Japan's recent emphasis on the

internationalization of education has changed the image of the kikokushijo from that of

"problem children" jnto the new "internationalized, elite Japanese."

In chapter 3, I discuss my etlmographic study at the Montreal Hoshuko. It begins

with a history of the Montreal Hoshuko, followed by a discussion of its internaI politics.

Next, I describe approaches to the teaching and learning at the Hoshuko by illustrating a

typical day and discussing the students' experiences at the school.

Chapter 4, "ldentity in Transition," draws mainly upon the interviews that l

conducted with the students and their parents. First, I examine the "identity" of the

students as understood by the students themselves and their parents. Second, I discuss

and anaIyze the concerns that the students and parents have regarding their return to

Japan. Third, I integrate the concepts of giobalization and transnationalism with the

context of the changing understanding of Japanese identity. Chapter 5 reviews the

arguments made in this thesis and elaborates on their significance to revising our

understanding of Japanese identity as rigid and static.

Analytical Framework

This thesis takes poiiticai economy and history as its analytîcal framework. In order to

analyze how and why kikokushijo mondai (problems ofreturnee children) emerged at the

time it did in Japan, it is essential to present a history ofJapanese education,

government's promotion of internationalization, and nihonjinron (theory of lapanese

people).

In lapan, the differences that "foreigners" and "Westerners" in particular represent

have, for a long time, connoted a "threat" to a homogeneous lapan. Throughout Japanese

history, education has played an important role in reproducing this homogeneity and
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cultivating "proper" Japanese values and identity in young people's mind. This explains

why kikokushijo, who missed Japanese education, have been considered as not only

"improper" Japanese but also "foreigners."

With the changing political economic situation of the 1980s, Japan faced the

antagonism of Western nations in the international business arena and the need to define

itselfto the world. Consequently, the nihon,jinron (theory of Japanese people) became

popular. Functioning as "adult socialization" (Yoshino 1997:140), the nihonjinron

contributed to the creation of stereotypical characteristics of Japanese people. These

include groupism, non-verbal communication, and so on. To be Japanese or to be defined

by others as Japanese meant to possess these characteristics. Herein lies the root of the

problem of returnee children. Because these children do not seem to fit to this popular

definition ofbeing Japanese, they are often seen not only as "different" but also as

"outsiders."

Contrary to the nihonjinron theorists, my position is that culture is an ongoing

process (Yon 2000:5). Drawing upon Daniel Yon's argument in Elusive Culture:

Schooling, Race, and Identity in Global Times, 1challenge the view of culture as a "set of

attributes" (Yon 2000:5), as promoted by the nihonjinron theorists. 1wish to introduce a

more flexible, fluid understanding of culture. Based on the notion of culture as a

"process," 1understand and use identity as a "process": identity "is a process ofmaking

identifications, a process that is continuous and incomplete" (Yon 2000: 13).

Understanding identity as a "process" then allowsfor the recognition that it "is a

constructed and open-ended process" (Yon 2000: 13). By defining identity as a "process,"

1 can offer the sense of fluidity that my student participants expressed when describing

Japanese identity.

The historical and political economic framework of my ethnographie contex,t

allows me to impart to readers a sense of change that has taken place at the Montreal

Hoshuko. The Montreal Hoshuko was established in 1972 in response to Japanese

expatriates' demand that their children receive Japanese education while living abroad.

The original purpose of the Hoshuko was both to offer to Japanese children living outside

of Japan the educational materials covered by schools in Japan and to foster in these

students' mind Japanese values and consciousness. Due to the shifting political economic
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situation ofboth Canada and Japan, however, the original aim of the Hoshuko has

change; Hoshuko has transformed itselffrom being a rigidly organized Japanese school to

a place where the students and their parents socialize in Japanese.

In addition to history and political economy, globalization and transnationalism

are also important elements of my analytical framework, because these terms have

contributed to the construction of a more fluid Japanese identity. Globalization, which

figures widely in popular media and academic discourses, is generally understood as a

process in which the different parts of the world become increasingly interconnected (cf

Jameson 1998). Like Jameson, 1regard the phenomenon of globalization and the flow of

culture as nothing new. People have moved from one place to another and exchanged

goods and ideas throughout human history. What is new to the recent globalization is the

degree of "cultural interconnectedness and mobility across space-which has been

intensified under late capitalism" (Ong 1999:4). Daniel Yon best explains the importance

of globalization when considering identity. "Process of globalization," he states,

has significantly changed perceptions of time and space and rendered
problematic notions of identity as fIxed in time and space. These late
twentieth-century developments have also challenged belief in culture as
tied to place. The development of globalization asks us instead to pay
attention to 'cultural flows,' 'creolization,' and the 'deterritorialization' of
culture. (Yon 2000:15)

With the rise of nationalism and nation-states, in the nineteenth century, the notion

of culture came to be regarded as being bounded to a particular territory (Anderson 1991).

With the intensified globalization of late modernity, however, culture is now understood

as deterritorialized. Culture has come to be regarded as fluid and as a process rather than

a set of static entities that are bounded to a specifie territory. This flexible understanding

of culture and identity helps the kikokushijo to identify themselves as Japanese without

strictly adhering to the popularly known Japanese unique characteristics.

Due to globalization, the experience of Japanesestudents residing in Montreal has

changed. In my interviews with these students, 1 realized that their self-identification as

Japanese is derived from the "recognition" that they receive from their Canadian

classmates at their local regular school. Due to the expansion of cultural marketing,

Japanese popularculture and cultural commodities are available in Montreal to Japanese
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and Canadianchildren alike. The popularity of Pokémon, for example, has contributed to

the making and maintaining of the Hoshuko students' Japanese identity.

The concept of "recognition" is indeed a significant component in arguments

about multiculturalism. In his chapter entitled "The Politics of Recognition" in

Multiculturalism: Examining the Politics ofRecognition (1994), Charles Taylor states

that "the demand for recognition.. .is given urgency by the supposed links between

recognition and identity, where this latter term designates something like a person's

understanding of who they are, oftheirfundamental defining characteristics as a human

being" (1994:25). Contending that "withholding of recognition can be a form of

oppression" (Taylor 1994:36), mu1ticu1turalists demand and lobby that changes be made

in educational curricula to recognize the historicaI and modern contributions of minority

groups (ElIer 1997:250).3 Here, l should note that multiculturalists tend to understand the

notion of identity as a category rather than as a process, the adopted position of this study.

Acknowledging the differences in the conceptualization of the word identity, l

nonetheless employ the useful notion of "recognition." While conventional

multiculturaIists insist that more inclusion of non-Western materials in school textbooks

and learning about cultures of minority groups are necessary to give minority students a

sense of pride, identity, and recognition, my data illustrate that "recognition" can be

gained through different means. largue that the Hoshuko students feel that their identity

as Japanese is recognized not because Japanese culture is represented in their regular

school textbooks, but because their Canadian classmates at their regular school recognize

Japanese popular culture (e.g., Pokémon) and see "Japan" as an advanced country (e.g., in

computer teclmology). In other words, what brings "recognition" to these Japanese

students is a more fluid idea of Japanese culture than an essentialized view of Japanese

culture Ce.g., culture based on conformity, groupism).

The phenomenon of transnationalism represents various kinds of hybridities

caused by a continuous movement of commodities, ideas, and people-.namely,

globalization. Based upon the definition given by Basch, Schiller, and Blanc (1994:7), l

consider transnationalism as "the processes by which immigrants forge and sustain multi

stranded social relations that link together their societies of origin and settlement."

Basch, Schiller, and Blanc define transnationalism in this way because it allows them to
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emphasize that "many immigrants today build social fields that cross geographic, cultural,

and political borders" (1994:7). Transnationalism is viewed as the result of

"transformations in the technology of communication and transportation, a product of

accessible air travel and telecommunications" (Wakeman 1988 in Basch et al. 1994:4).

Just like globalization, transnationalism has existed for a long time-formerly known as

cosmopolitanism among elites. The striking feature of recent transnationalism is how

prevalent it is among not only the elites but also ordinary people around the world.

By employing the concept of transnationalism in rny study of the Hoshuko

students' identity, technological advances become essential factors that enable the long

term Japanese expatriates in Montreal to maintain active ties with their home country.

Considering how isolated Japan used to be (see chapter 2), the interconnectedness and

cultural continuity ofJapanese expatriates is a significant factor affecting how Japanese

expatriates, their children, and the Japanese people in general perceive themselves and

others.

This then is the general framework ofhistory, political economy, globalization,

and transnationalism within which 1tackle the issues raised in this thesis.

Methodology

My original research question is, To what degree is education responsible for the

development ofidentity among the Hoshuko students?

This is essentiallya qualitative study of the Montreal Hoshuko. It is based

primarily on interviews and participant observation. The information Thave gathered

during group discussionswith teachers and students, and the individual interviews with

teachers, students, and their parents in the course of my fieldwork allow me to convey the

voices of the people interviewed rather than to make generalizations on the identity of

Hoshuko students.

1have also used secondary, published sources like academic books, joumals,

newspapers, and magazines in Japanese.
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It is important for the reader to keep in mind that identity construction, in

particular that ofadolescents, is constantly negotiated, created, and re-created with

changing circumstances. From this perspective, the reader needs to read this thesis as an

exploratory study.

Classroom as a Site of Observation:

1 conducted fieldwork using ethnographie methods at the Montreal Nihongo Hoshuko

(Japanese supplementary school, Hoshuko hereafter) every Saturday from April to

October 2000 (save for the July-to-August summer interval). The Montreal Hoshuko

follows the conventional Japanese educational calendar (i.e., a school year starts in April

and ends in March), except that summer vacation coincides with local regular schools,

which is longer than the usual summer break of schools in Japan.

1 first observed every level of c1ass at the Hoshuko (grade one to nine) and then

spent most of my time in one grade. l refer to the c1ass where 1conducted participant

observations as "grade X" in order to maintain the anonymity of the participants. In order

to ensure anonymity, pseudonyms are used, and some identifying facts have been

modified throughout this thesis. Although some details have been adjusted, the basic

information 1 have gathered from participants throughout myfieldwork has been kept

intact.

In the grade X c1assroom, 1 sat in the back of the room, observed interactions

betweenthe teacher and the students, and took notes. During the first semester (April to

June 2000), lied two group discussions with the grade X students and teachers exploring

their understanding ofwho they are and ofwhat they think of the· multiple educational

experiences they have experienced. The grOllp.discussions helpedme to gain insight into

their views on identity and a sense of how the students situate and identify themselves in

various contexts. In retrospect, however, 1 recognize that 1may have posed some leading

questions due to my inexperienced interview skills.

During the summer, 1 was invited to a home party organized by parents of one

grade X student. At the party, 1was able to talk to the students and parents informally

and to develop a c10ser relationship with them. Sorne parents sought my advice regarding
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their children's education. l was also able to observe how the students talked to each

other in a non-school setting.

When the second semester began at the end of August 2000, l returned to the

grade X classroom for more tieldwork. Even after l formally completed the fieldwork in

October 2000, l periodically visited the Hoshuko. During and after my fieldwork, l also

attended various school activities and ceremonies. These included Hinankunren (a fire

drill) in May, Undokai (the Day of Sports) in June, a school bazaar in September,

Gakugeikai (the Day of Culture) in November, and a graduation ceremony at the end of

the school year in March 2001. Since education involves extracurricular activities even

outside of school, through experiencing these ceremonies, l was able to develop different

perspectives and insights into the students' lives at the Hoshuko and an understanding of

their identity construction beyond the classroom setting.

Research Context:

At the Hoshuko, l spent every lunch hour with the students and teachers, casually talking

about things like what we like to do during our spare tirne and CUITent events in Japan.

Our conversations then and during recess were as valuable as the interviews themselves.

After getting to know the teachers, students, and parents in the course of my fieldwork, l

had numerous informaI conversations with them-including semi-structured interviews

with one student who was leaving for Japan and two sisters of students, and individual

interviews with seven mothers, one father, and one interview with both motherand father.

In the interviews with the parents, l probed into the family backgrounds in order

to understand the students' socio-cultural contexts. Most of the interviews took place in

the school cafeteria, except a few which occurred in a café and one at a student's house. l

recorded every semi-structured interview, except one; one person did not feel comfortable

with a tape recorder around during the interview. l transcribed the interviews into

Japanese and then translated them into English.

The Hoshuko operates solely in Japanese. Consequently, this entire ethnographie

study was conducted in Japanese, including the interviews and my field notes, with the

exception of a few English words. Although l was born and raised in Japan, however, l

left Japan at the age of 16 and have lived in North America ever since. This may have
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influenced the kind of information l was able to gather. During the interviews, l could

relate my experience to those of the students (e.g., leaming foreign languages, being in a

different cultural environment, etc.) and compare my parents' concerns about my

education with those of their parents. The similarity of experience may have caused me

to overlook certain points worth exploring.

On the other hand, l believe that my experience helped me remain sensitive to my

participants and their lived experiences, perhaps allowing for mutual trust to develop. In

my analysis, l draw on my own experiences as a Japanese student for eleven years at

elementary, junior, and senior high schools in Sapporo, Japan.4 Moreover, my use of

Japanese at every level of this study, except for the writing of this thesis, l believe, has

allowed me to keep potential cultural misinterpretation to the minimum-although l am

solely responsible for the translation of the data from Japanese to English and for my

interpretations of the interviews. Before embarking on a discussion of my fieldwork at

the Hoshuko, in the next section, l will delineate the research context within which my

study is situated.
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Chapter 2. Research Context

A History of Japan's Education System

In this section, I discuss the development of Japan's education system in order to

demonstrate the special position that education has historically occupied in Japan. Japan

is known for its excellent public education system. The roots of its public education go

back to the seventeenth century. It was during the Edo period (1600-1868) that education

began to be available to the masses.

During the Edo period, while samurai continued to receive solid education as a

part of the dutYto their lords and as a sign of high social status, the masses began to

gather in terakoya ("temple school") to acquire basic education. Educational materials at

terakoya involved mainly practical skills like reading, writing, and basic math. Although

education in Japan became accessible to people of different classes during that time, it is

important to note thateducation was still considered as an individual endeavor rather than

as ruler's duty to provide for the people (Roesgaard 1998:29). By the end of the Edo

period, forty to fifty percent ofboys and ten percent of girls were estimated to obtain

sorne education at terakoya(Passin 1982:47; Dore 1978:18 in Roesgaard 1998:30).

The Edo period marks a significant turning point in Japanese history, because it

institutionalized a defensive attitude toward non-Japanese. When Ieyasu Tokugawa took

control of Japan after the Battle of Sekigahara in 1600, he pushed the idea of national

isolationism. In 1663, the policy of seclusion (sakoku) began to be implemented with full

force. Japan closed itself from outside influences, and the small island in Nagasaki
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(called dejima) became the only port that stayed open to Chinese and Dutch traders which

allowed Japan to receive information on technology and commerce from abroad

(McConne1l2000:ll; Tabb 1995:65). As the Tokugawa shogunate strictly restricted

foreigners visiting Japan and foreign contacts, the government also inhibited Japanese

people from 1eaving the country. This policy of seclusion meant that any Japanese who

tried to leave Japan would face the death penalty (McConne1l2000:1O; Tabh 1995:65;

http://www.sft.keio.ac.jp/s9/943rm/cjpisa/meiji.html). In order to prevent Japanese from

leaving the country, the government prohibited the construction ofbig ships (Tabb

1995:65).

This is how "foreign" came to be equated with "dangerous."

When Japan finaIly opened up in 1868, it was forced to sign a number ofunequal

treaties with Western countries, such as Britain and the United States. One of these

treaties prohibited Japan from imposing more than five percent tariffs on foreign imports

(Tabb 1995:66). In his book, The Postwar Japanese System: Cultural Economy and

Economie Transformation (1995), William Tabb notes that

Foreign Minister Kaoru Inoue told his compatriots it would be necessary
to make Japan "a newlyWesternized country amongthe nations of Asia"
in order to achieve repeal of the unequal treaties their countries had
inherited from Tokugawa dàys. (Tabb 1995:64)

In order to eliminate the unequai treaties imposed by the Western power, Japan had to

westemize, modernize, and militarize itself. Japan's determination to modernize was also

due to Japan's fear ofbeing colonized by the West (Dore 1976:37). To "escape Asia"

and "enter Europe" thus became the foremost goal of the Meiji leaders (Tabb 1995 :64).

To achieve modernization entailed the establishment of a well-structured education

system.

In 1868, after the Meiji Restoration,5 the new elite consisting of young samurai

laid the groundwork for a unified education system for aIl. From the beginning of the

Meiji Restoration, the state was interested in the link: between nation building and

education. The Japanese Ministry of Education was created in 1871, and an education

system consisting of elementary schools, middle schools, and universities was setup in

1872 (Roesgaard 1998:31). The aim of introducing this universal system was to "break

down the feudal boundaries of social class and ancestral regional affiliation that had
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divided people, but nevertheless encourage acceptance of the existing order" (Dore

1978:23; Amano 1984:9-10 in Roesgaard 1998:31). The Meiji leaders also hoped that

educ.ation might help modernize the country (Roesgaard 1998:31). They considered

universal education as a means to promote among the Japanese "indigenous customs,

national culture, and kokutai" (Gluck 1985:112,104). The Imperial Rescript on

Education was promulgated in 1890, assigning school.education a role to foster "loyalty

to the Emperor and love of country" (Roesgaard 1998:32; Gluck 1985: 102). According

to one historian, the Imperial Rescript on Education was "to bring to the education system

the same system of thought control that had been instituted in the army" (Yamazumi

1989:235 in McConneIl2000:19).

As Japan became imperialistic in the early twentieth century,6 education increased

its function as an institutional force, inculcating in the Japanese people the idea that

"every citizen was obliged to defend his country, even at the risk ofhis life" (Luhmer

1990: 175). Along with military service and tax payment, education came to be seen as "a

people's duty" toward the state and became "something to be done for the good of the

state" (Horio 1991 :245; Morris-Suzuki 1984:18; Amano &Aso 1972:8,36 in Roesgaard

1998:36).

Once the national education system was founded in the late nineteenth century,

schooling began to be viewed as a prerequisite for skilled jobs and social status. At

around this time, Roesgaard notes, the "direct connection between education and social

structure became established; now education clearly was a means of creating social strata,

a placement mechanism" (Roesgaard 1998:39). This period can be regarded as the

beginning of Japan's overemphasis on the academic credentials of an individual. This

point will be crucial when we analyze the problems of kikokushijo later in this thesis.

Meiji Japan upheld the idea ofwakon yoosai (Japanese spirit combined with

Western learning) as a slogan, and it eagerly imported Western technologyand ideas in

order to modernize the country (Pang 2000:75). In 1871, the Iwakura Mission left Japan

for eighteen months for the US and Europe to study Western modernization (Tabb

1995:30). They were expected to bring back knowledge of Western technology and

utilize their knowledge to modernize Japan. At the same time, the Meiji leaders were

equallykeen to maintain Japanese values and culture (Schoppa 1991 :23; Passin 1982: 149
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in Roesgaard 1998:35). WhileJapan's unified education system (which began in 1872)

was based on the French system, the content of the education ensured that Japanese

students were taught the Japanese values that the Meiji leaders thought were important for

the construction of a strong country. Regarding the content of the Meiji education,

Ronald Dore, a prominent British sociologist, notes,

Primary education was ... infused with a heavy dose of Confucian ethics
and Shinto nationalism designed to instill in every Japanese a proper
patriotism, a proper confidence in the intrinsic worth of Japanese cultural
traditions. (Dore 1976:40).

As will be discussed in later sections ofthischapter, the Meiji period can thus be

considered the beginning of Japan's intemationalization, in the sense that Japan embraced

the stance of "learning from the West" but "never losing the Japanese spirit."

Nationalism and the creation of national identity were the underlying principles of the

Meiji school education.

Given the nationalistic function of the education system served during World War

II, after Japan was defeated, the Allied Occupation Authorities immediately set out to

refonn the system. To the Allied Occupation Authorities, Japanese schools looked as if

they were "agencies for indoctrination in militarism and ultranationalism" (Roesgaard

1998:44). The Imperial Rescript on Education was rescinded, as it was thought to be the

root cause ofultranationalism (Pang 2000: 138).7 The aim of education was changed from

that of cultivating loyalty toward the Emperor and nation to leaming democratic ideas and

nurturing individualism: "The entire Japanese nation must be re-educatedin the spirit of

democracy and that all traces ofultra~nationalistic and militaristic ideology wou1dbe

eliminated" (Luhmer 1990: 176). The schoo1 curriculum was reviewed and modified

significant1y. The high1y centralized education which the Ministry ofEducation had

tightly supervised was decentralized, and co-education for boys and girls was introduced

(Amano & Aso 1972:63-64; Amano 1984: 13; Horio 1991 :256 in Roesgaard 1998:45). In

order to secure liberal, dernocratic education, the Allied Occupation Authorities reduced

the power of the Ministry of Education, created school boards with locally elected

members, gave school board members authority to choose textbooks and curriculum, and

entrusted more control to teachers (Amano & Aso.1972:68; Thurston 1973:52 in

Roesgaard 1998:47). Theyalso abolished moral and political education in the schools
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(Roesgaard 1998:47), viewing this as an instrument for indoctrinating ideas propagated

by the state. The culmination of aIl these reforms was the proclamation of the

Fundamental Law of Education in 1947 (Roesgaard 1998:45).8

Despite the promising reforms initiated by the Allied Occupation Authorities

(mainlyJed by General MacArthur of the United States), the Cold War hastened the end

of the occupation of Japan by the Allied forces. Geopolitical circumstances allowed

Japan to participate in the international arena as an ally of the West; for Americans, it was

very important to restore Japanese sovereignty and secure Japan's alliance with the

Western powers (James & Benjamin 1988:42; Marshall 1995:161 in Roesgaard 1998:48).

Japan regained her sovereignty in 1952.

As soon as the Allied Occupation Authorities left Japan, the Ministry of Education

promptly restored its control over textbooks and curriculum (Roèsgaard 1998:48), and the

education system once again became highly centralized. Currently, textbooks used at

school must be authorized by the Ministry of Education, and the Ministry has a say about

what content is appropriate and inappropriate as a knowledge base for children.9 S10wly

but surely, Japanese leaders began to voice the opinion that the Japanese nation was

facing "a complete ideological void" (Luhmer 1990: 176) and that students needed to

learn morality and ethics to overcome hardships and devastating conditions in order to

reconstruct the country. In this way, moral education, which was banned by the Allied

Occupation Authorities, was reintroduced in 1958 (Luhmer 1990: 177; Roesgaard

1998:49).

Therehave been a number of reforms proposed by various actors and institutions

since the end ofthe occupation of the Allied forces. However, it seems that many of

these reforms were "reforms against the reforms" made by the Allied Occupation

Authorities. As Japan recovered economic and political stability in the 1960s, many

conservatives, among others, came to criticize the Fundamental Law of Education drafted

by the Allied Occupation Authorities as too "abstract" and too "un-Japanese." A new

justification was given as to why moral education was necessary for Japaneseyouth. This

thinking notes that "the economic prosperity, which Japan hasbeen enjoying, has

produced hedonistic tendencies and a spiritual vacuum," and that the ideal Japanese
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should possess a sense of "proper patriotism" and "respect for symbols" (Pang 2000: 146),

both of which can be taught through moral education.

Nikkeiren (The Japan Federation of Emp10yers) also contested the Fundamental

Law of Education. They argued that because the new education system based on the

Fundamental Law of Education was overemphasizing democracy, people were not

sufficiently prepared for the workforce (pang 2000: 144). They argued that the

educational reform needed to create diligent workers once again. In spite of the effort

made by the Allied Occupation Authorities, school education in Japan thus did not

succeed in becoming a liberating force for individual conscience and creativity. Rather,

as Roesgaard argues, education has "become, not just a vehicle for upward social

mobility, but a condition for social placement at aIl" (Roesgaard 1998:54). In this way,

Japanese people were slowly "mobilized through an industry-serving educational system

to contribute to the national enterprise ofrebuilding Japan in the postwar period" (Pang

2000:145).

While globalization challenges national boundaries and identities, the Japanese

government has attempted to secure the Japanese national identity by reintroducing moral

education into the school curriculum whereby Japanese students can learn Japanese

cultural and traditional values (Schoppa 1991). The National Council on Educational

Reform (NCER), set up in 1984 as a cabinet-Ievel advisory body under Prime Minister

Nakasone, concluded in the philosophical section of its second report that "education in

Japan should play a special role in cultivating 'a proper national awareness,'" teaching

students about social responsibilities and preserving "the unique culture and traditions of

Japan" (Schoppa 1991 :241). It also states that "the new international eramade it ever

more important for education to foster the 'patriotism' [kuni 0 aisuru kokoro] required to

enable one to come to a true understanding offoreign cultures" (Schoppa 1991 :241). In

this way, while the government continues to encourage the promotion of the Western

concept of individualism and creativity as proposed by the Allied Occupation Authorities,

it also strives to maintain its unique national and cultural identity.

Thus, the effort made by the Allied Occupation Authorities to introduce the notion

of individualism among the Japanese people through a reformed school system became

problematic. By putting the utmost value on group harmony, Japanese leaders began to
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question the relevance of the Western notion of individualism. Regarding the Japanese

understanding of "individuality," sometimes glossed as kosei in Japanese, Brian Moeran

in his article on "Individual, Group and Seishin: Japan's InternaI Cultural Debate" (1984)

notes the foUowing:

I am not convinced that kosei actuaUy is equivalent to what we know as
'individualism' in the West. The Japanese are extremely suspicious of
such 'individualism', and the interesting point is that the word for
'individualism' (kojinshugi) is in factviewed entirely negatively. In other
words, the Japanese see only the worst aspects of Western-style
individualism in kojinshugi ...The good side of our 'individualism' is not
to be found in the concept of kojinshugi,but in that of kosei. This means
that the Japanese are in effect denying that there is any good at aU in
Western individualism and that kosei is in fact entirely original and hence
'uniquely Japanese.' (Moeran 1984:262-263)

As the Japanese educational reform caUs for the need to value and foster ko/kosei

("individual"/personal "individuality"), the Japanese officiaIs and politicians conveniently

appropriate the notion of the individuality. The government states that the Japanese

understanding of the individual is not to be confused with its Western counterpart,

because the Japanese individual cares mostly to maintain the solidarity and harmony of

the group; whereas the Western individual acts out of selfish motives and is self-centered

(Moeran 1984, 1985;.. Goodman 1992:219; Roesgaard 1998:158; Rosenberger 1992:12

13).

In addition to the reintroduction of moral education, another way to foster the

national identity proposed by the Japanese government is to have Hinomaru (Japanese

national flag) displayed and Kimigayo (Japanese national anthem) sung at school

ceremonies (Yoshino 1997: 133), and also to increase the c1ass hours for kokugo (Japanese

national language) (Roesgaard 1998:155).10 This effort by the state to create and

maintain national identity has become ever more important in the era of globalization

where increasing movements of people, ideas, and commodities continue to blur the

boundaries of countries and how people position themselves.
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Japan's Internationalization, Nationalism, and Nihonjinron

In the next section, l discuss how the Japanese government has struggled to maintain

national identity through the promotion of internationalization, the nihonjinron, and the

Japanese boundary. Upon examination of Japan's political economic situation, it is clear

that Japanese government's policy of internationalization and the subsequent increase in

popularity of nihonjinron were promoted to serve a certain agenda, namely, the creation

of nationalistic ideas.

Whereas the term globalization is used all over the world, in Japan

"internationalization" has been more commonly used in political, economic, and

educational discourses. The Japanese employ the term internationalization in order to

define and emphasize their boundary, culture, and national identity. According to Ching

Lin Pang, the most apparent difference between globalization and internationalization as

concepts is that while globalization represents a continuous exchange of material goods,

ideas, and people across boundaries, Japan's internationalization represents the quest for

such exchanges within the firmly defined boundary of the nation-state (Pang 2000:245).

The Japanese stateis interested in promoting Japan in the international arena while

maintaining a boundary between Japan and non-Japanese.

The officially recognized meaning of Japan' s int~rnationalization is to gain "a

thorough understanding of the 'outside world' while solidly and unambiguously

maintaining the [sic] own culture and identity" (Miyachi 1990 in Pang 2000:109). Mouer

and Sugimoto note that "self-images [sic] and mass culture and their influence on the way

in which Japanese perceive themselves and their society are a major component of the

process now being referred to as internationalization" (1986:377). Japan's

internationalization also involvesthe economic-driven desire oftheJapanese government

to make Japan internationally strong, aiming for "the existence, the development and

prosperity of Japan, [that is] 'a business-oriented nation'" (Pang 2000: 109). What is

important to keep in mind here is that the promotion of internationalization came in

response to the increasing trade conflict with the Western countries, and the United States

in particular.
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Trade conflicts between the U.S. and Japan erupted in the 1960s, and by the

1980s, the tension between the two countries concerning the trade frictions became ever

more serious. Japan was criticized for its closed market and unfair business practices. It

is important to note that Western criticism was not based on an illusion. There was a real

trade imbalance-between the US. and Japan, this trade imbalance dated back to the time

of the Nixon administration. Tabb (1995:95) reports that in 1971, the year known as the

Nixon shokku, "Japan had a $3.2 billion trade imbalance with the United States."

Regarding the Japan-US. trade deficit, William Tabb, an American economist, notes, that

The Americans had permitted the Japanese to maintain an undervalued yen
throughout the postwar period as a way of helping to build up their
economy as a bulwark against communism in Asia. Geopolitical
considerations were uppermost. In the 1970s and especially the first half
ofthe 1980s, with Japan's growing economic strength, this meant that we
ran bigger and bigger deficits, which required the maintenance of high
interest rates here to draw and keep loan capital to finance these deficits.
This meant higher domestic interest rates and an overvalued dollar hurting
our exports and overly encouraging Japanese imports by placing US.
manufacturers at so serious a disadvantage. The "strong" dollar weakened
America and led to abuild up of a capital surplus in Japan. Japan became
a new player in international financial markets. (Tabb 1995 :206)

In 1987, "the U.S.-Japan bilateral trade gap for the 1980s peaked at $52 billion" (Tabb

1995:275). As Japan regained economic power, international antagonism and resentment

against Japan increased. Thus, internationalization also refers to "opening up of the

Japanese economy, improving Japan's ability to participate in the world economic and

politicalorder, and becoming more like the rest of the advanced industrial societies"

(Passin 1983: 15).

In order to provide a context for our discussion on the relationship between

Japan's internationalization, nationalism, and the nihonjinron, the next section presents a

brief sketch of the history of Japan's nationalistic ideas since the Meiji era in the late 19th

century.

As mentioned earlier, during the Meiji period, Japan eagerlyabsorbed Western

culture (ideas, technology, and so on) in order to "modernize" the country. The slogan of

the country at that time was to "catch up with the West" (Pang 2000:106). In order to do

so, Japan strove to build a strong military, a constitution, and a centralized education

system to hringabout rapid modernization to the country. In the late nineteenth century,
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while Japan looked up to advanced Western technology and industriously learned from

the West, it also began to assert the value of Japanese culture, tradition, and spirit. This is

how the Meiji period signaled the beginning of Japan's internationalization.

Japanese nationalism reached its apogee between the two world wars and

continued until the end ofWorld War II in 1945. At school, the Japanese people were

taught to believe in the characteristics of Japanese culture and in spiritual values like

conformity, loyalty, harmony, and homogeneity-which were skillfully constructed by

the Meiji ideologists. lI During Japan's imperialist era, the Japanese state propagated the

notion of Japanese culture as superior to any other culture.

At the end ofWorld War II in 1945, Japan lost not only the war but also

confidence in its culture. Immediately after the war, Japan renewed its determination

once again to learn from the West. From 1945 to the mid-1960s, it diligently followed

the path of the so-called "Modernization" theory. From the 1950s onward, its GNP grew

at an unprecedented pace. Tabb notes that,

The 1960s was Japan' s most remarkable decade of economic growth as
industrial production rose by 15.6 percent per year on average compared
with only 4.1 percent for the 1970s and 3.9 for the 1980s, much slower but
still better than its rivaIs. The comparable D.S. rates were 4.9 percent, 3.3
2.6 percent in the 1980s. (1995 :31-32)

Before long, Japan again found itself as a powerful nation in the world: this time, not in

any militaristic but economic sense.

By the late 1960s, Japan was clearly shifting from a period of admiring the foreign

to being proud ofwhat is specifically Japanese (Aoki 1990 in Pang 2000:65-66). The

1970s and 1980s mark a "resurgence of cultural nationalism" and "reaffirmation of an

active sense of Japanese uniqueness" (Yoshino 1997:131). Economie success, reaching

its peak in the 1980s, gave the Japanese leaders and people a sense of pride and self

confidence (Pang 2000:87). Mouer and Sugimoto discuss this success in

"Internationalization and Japanese Society,,12:

Early on, Japanese were told that a market economy and economic
competition were what was needed. Nothing could help Western
democracy as much as a healthy Japanese economy based on the principles
of laissezjaire competition. When such an economy was produced,
however, Japanese were then told that the rules had changed, and that the
real problem with its economy was low wages. After a decade of growth
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and a great improvement in wage rates, Japanese were finallyto1d that
Japan wou1d have to open its doors to foreign goods and investment. And
to he1p Japan achieve these goals, Americans floated the dollar in arder
that the yen might be reva1ued upwards. Wages immediate1y doub1ed in
comparison with American rates and imports became much cheaper for
Japan, although Japan was not to 1earn unti11ater that the oil shocks were
just around the .corner. With higher wage rates and a more open market,
the issue then became hours ofwork, 'rabbit hutches' [tiny houses] and
defense expenditure. Na matter what the Japanese did, there always
seemed ta be new demands.

Then came the trade friction (boeki masatsu) in the spring of 1982 and the
arrest of severa1 Japanese businessmen in the United States by the FBI
when the Japanese computer industry became too competitive. Popu1ar
perceptions were reinforced. The prob1em actually was not this or that
aspect of Japanese society; it seemed rather to be simply that Japan was
beating the West at ils awn game and that many in the West resented this.
Accusations against Japan were seen as a form ofsour grapes or even
outright jealousy. The ultimate solution for Japan was bluntly stated by
foreign citizens interviewed on the streets of their own cities in Europe and
North America and wide1y broadcast by the media in Japan: Japan should
accept its own position in the world and not be a climber. Somewhere in
the unwritten mIes was the statement that the international order was fine
the way it was, and that non-Western societies like Japan cou1d play fairly
on1y by not winning. (Mouer and Sugimoto 1986:390, emphasis added)

l have quoted Mouer and Sugimoto at length because the passages summarize effectively

why Japan came to assert itself and its cultural practices specifically in the 1980s. As

Mouer andSugimoto argue, in order to survive antagonistic international business and the

hostility of Western countries in the 1970s and 80s, Japan felt the need to make itself

understood in the world. The more the Japanese economy grew, the more Japanese

business and people crossed the ocean and spread abroad. This moved the Japanese

people to reinforce "a well-defined and bounded Japanese identity, characterized by

groupism [and] the culture of shame" (Pang 2000: 117). In this way, the discourse called

the nihanjinran (the theory ofbeing Japanese) gained popularity among Japanese and

non-Japanese alike.

A prominent Japanese American anthropo10gist, Hammi Befu, notes that the

nihanjinran "developed to reassert a Japanese cultural identity threatened by

Westernization" (Befu 1980,1987 in Yoshino 1992:4). Whatthe discourse of the

nihanjinran did was to give a clear, essentialized definition of who the Japanese people
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are and what the Japanese culture is about. Many books and articles were published on

Japanese people and culture (cf Doi 1971; Gorer 1962; Nakane 1967), and these were

eagerly consumed by both Japanese and non-Japanese. The discourse on the nihonjinron

is so extensive that a complete analysis is beyond the scope of my thesis. The fol1owing

is a summary of some main points of the nihonjinron:

Japan is a homogeneous country; conformity is the norm in Japanese society; it is

a vertical society; the Japanese people engage each other to create a dependent

relationship; they seek to avoid unnecessary friction by giving due consideration before

speaking or acting; they value harmony between people and nature; they are emotionally

committed to do the best at work, whereas Western people are rational; the Japanese

language is so unique that only Japanese people can speak it fluently and no foreigners

can fully master it; the Japanese people are a group-oriented nation due to the history of

its rice agriculture; Japanese people can communicate without talking to each other; and

so on (cf Ishida 1969 in Befu 1993: 110; Pang 2000:88).

The arguments made by the nihonjinron became very popular in the 1980s,

particularly among Japanese people living abroad. Kosaku Yoshino in an article entitled

"Cultural Nationalism and 'Internationalization' in Contemporary Japan"l3 refers to the

Japanese businessman with international contacts and experience as the '''social bearer'

of informaI cultural nationalism" (Yoshino 1997: 136). Interacting with foreigners and

living in a differentculture, Yoshino' s argument goes, inevitably made them feel the

enormous gap between the foreigners and themselves as Japanese, and "the nihonjinron

were ... considered to present the view that Japan's economic and social success is a

cultural victory of the Japanese" (Yoshino 1997:135). Thus, they sought these

nihonjinron books for moral support and self-identity (Aoki 1990 in Pang 2000:117).

Yoshino further comments on the role Japanese multinational corporations play in

the diffusion of the nihonjinron:

Japanese companies have played an interesting part in disseminating the
nihonjinron by publishing what may be called 'cross-cultural' manuals,
that is, handbooks, glossaries and English learning materials which
describe the distinctiveness of Japanese patterns of behaviorin the
contexts of interculturalbusiness negotiations, business and management
practices, company employees' everyday lifestyle, 'untranslatable'
Japanese expressions, and so on. One might mention, forexample,
Mitsubishi Corporation's dual-language Japanese Business Glossary;
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Nippon Steel Corporation's dual-language handbook Nippon: The Land
and Its People (which summarizes a wide range of subjects dealt with in
the nihonjinron such as the nonassertive mode of communication, group
behavior, communal mentality, management and employment practices,
decisionmaking, and industrial relations) ... (Yoshino 1997: 139)

It is interesting to observe how different actors promote the ideas of the nihonjinron for

various purposes. On the one hand, "many ofthese cross-cultural manuals published by

companies were originally intended for, and distributed ta, their employees and

students ... , sensitizing them to the distinctiveness of Japanese patterns ofbehavior and

socializing them to be 'internationalized' Japanese" (Yoshino 1997:140). On the other

hand, they were aimed to lessen the misunderstanding and bring about a deeper cross

cultural understanding between Japanese and non-Japanese (Yoshino 1997: 141).

To take another example, Yoshino introduces the following comment made by the

president of Taiyo Kobe Bank concerning the Bank's handbook:

the aim oftheir handbook isto 'make a contribution, ifmodest, to the
promotion of an understanding of Japan and the Japanese people at a time
when comprehension is badly needed to ease mounting trade tensions [and
also to] help Japanese students who aredestined to live in an era of
internationalization, by providing hints about how things Japanese may be
expressed in good English.' (Yoshino 1997: 141 )

As presented above, the nihonjinron and handbooks advocating its main points can be

thus considered "adult socialization" (Yoshino 1997: 140) to reinforce the unique

characteristics of the Japanese language and Japanese identity. In addition, Yoshino

reports the active involvement of the Japanese government in the promotion of the

nihonjinron. For instance, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs provides, via their various

consulates, pamphlets briefly introducing Japan. The content relies heavily on the

discourse of the nihonjinron. The result is that nihonjinron has become a stereotyping

factor. And in the attempt to generate better understanding of Japanese culture and

people, the nihonjinron functioned in turn to reinforce Japaneseidentity and to raise the

1eve1 of cultural nationalism among the Japanese. In the next section, I elaborate on

consciousness and awareness of the relationship between the nihonjinron and Japanese

nationalism.

A number ofcritics have questioned the credibility of the nihonjinron discourse

(cf Dale 1986; Miller 1982). Peter Dale in The Myth ofJapanese Uniqueness warns
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"cultural anthropologists to be on guard since native voices are not by definition

'authentic' in the sense ofunquestionably true" (Dale 1986 in Pang 2000:98). He notes

that,

as conceptualised in the nihonjinron ... , Japan's socio-cultural and
institutional 'uniqueness' consists in nothing more than the retention
through modernisation of feudal structures, and... the repudiation of
Western conceptual models stems from the fact that these latter tend to
expose, by the force of analogy with earlier Western life, aspects of
tenacious medievalism operant in the Japanese version of capitalism.
(1986:44-45)

In addition, he contends that,

as with most systems of cultural nationalism, the nihonjinron hypostatise
traits, qualities, characteristics and values. Everything within the sphere of
indigeneous culture, and its foreign contrast, is seen to exemplify or betray
traces ofan underlying entity or substance, in this case of 'Japaneseness'
or 'Westerness.' (Dale 1986:49)

In short, Dale argues that "Japan's emphasis on 'uniqueness' and 'traditionalism'

was a strategy for explaining to its own citizens the differences in technology and

other forms ofknowledge [and] what the 'west' continued for many decades to

refer to as backwardness" (Dale 1986 in Macdonald 1995:263). The critics ofthe

nihonjinron, including Dale, argue that the nihonjinron can be considered a form of

cultural/political ideology.

Mouer and Sugimoto (1982, 1986) also argue that the nihonjinron "serves the

interestsof the rulillg establishment .in Japan" (in Yoshino 1992:3), because it plays with

people's perceptions, and functions asa cultural constructor (Befu 1993:114). Regarding

this point, Befu notes,

if these descriptive models [presented in the nihonjinron] describe an
idealized state and carry positive valence, then it behooves Japanese to act
and think as described to achieve the idealized state of affairs, to treat the
descriptive model as a prescriptive one. In short, the is in Nihonjinron
proposition is exchanged with should. Declarative propositions then
become moral Imperatives. Not to behave as prescribed is not only
unusual but strange: it is 'un-Japanese' and against the normative standard
of the society. (Befu 1993:116)
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By reading materials about the nihonjinron that tell people that Japan is a homogeneous

country and so on, sorne Japanese people cannot but internalize such a notion and to

believe in it.

Concerning the function ofthe nihonjinron, Mouer and Sugimoto argue that

People's lives are shaped and controlled by the stereotypes and by the
national myths to which they are exposed. The decisions of political
leaders and others in positions of authority are often based on such
stereotypes, and particularly so at junctures where a society is facing sorne
kind of crisis, including the search for an identity. Nihonjinron has
provided many Japanese with a rather fixed and narrow image of the
outside world. It has also been used ideologically as a means of
mobilizing Japanese on domestic issues, thereby limiting the choices
which Japanese have. (1986:402)

Therefore, for Japanese people, the nihonjinron can be seen as a model ofbehavior, an

official ideology, a moral imperative (Befu 1993: 117).

Anotherconsequence of the nihonjinron is that it promotes the all-or-nothing way

of c1assifying reality by polarizing issues either as "nihonteki (ethnically, racially or

eulturally Japanese) or non-Japanese," leaving little spaee for international blending

(Mouer and Sugimoto 1986:378). Thus, the nihonjinron ereates a "diehotomous

worldview, eonsisting of two mutually excluding parts, Japan and the outside world"

(Kurimoto 1985 in Pang 2000:117).

The dichotomous way of seeing the world implicitly promoted by the nîhonjinron

was reinforced by the process of internationalization. David McConnell states that "for

Japanese involved, internationalization never implied erasing national boundaries or

coming to know others as 'autonomous individuals.' Instead, it was seen as a proeess of

improving understanding between groups who, it was assumed, would always be

fundamentally different" (2000:114). Regarding Japan's internationalization, Befualso

notes that "the very proeesses of internationalization which are supposedly making

Japanese more cosmopolitan have the unexpected effect ofmaking Japanese more

nationalistic" (1983 :241).

Beyond the implieit nationalistic disposition of the nihonjinron, it is equally

important to acknowledge that the diseourse of the nihonjinron and its tendeney to

essentialize Japanese people and culture are not uni-dimensional. Rather, it is multi

dimensional and directional. In the 1980s, aS Japan rose to world economiepower, sorne
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Western societies resented its success. At the same time, there was also a general

tendency to learn from Japan (Pang 2000: 116, 312). Japanese management and

production systems were carefuUy studied and used as models to restructure companies in

sorne .parts ofthe world. The Japanese education system, which was seen as capable of

creating a population with a high level ofbasic skills, was also examined and analyzed

with sorne admiration. A book entitled The Learning Gap: Why Our Schools Are Failing

and What We Can Learn from Japanese and Chinese Education (Stevenson and Stigler

1992) is just one example ofthis "learn from Japan" stance. Thomas Rohlen's Japan 's

High Schools (1983), Benjamin Duke's The Japanese School: Lessonsfor Industrial

America (1986), William Cummings' Education and Equality in Japan (1980), Ezra

Vogel's Japan as Number One: Lessonsfor America (1979), and Ronald Dore's The

Diploma Disease: Education, Qualification, and Development (1976) aU acknowledge

the high achievement of the Japanese education system, in one way or another. Thus, the

promotion of "Japan" as a role model was not only done by the Japanese themselves but

also by the non-Japanese.

How is the discussion of internationalization, nationalism, and the nihonjinron

related to the topic of kikokushijo? ln the next section, 1discuss the kikokushijo in order

to delineate the complex relationship between kikokushijo, Japanese school education,

nationalism, and the nihonjinron.

Kaigai Kikokushijo and Internationalization of Education

ln Japan, economic internationalizationmeant that more Japanese people had to go

abroad. The type of Japanese people who went overseas was business people and their

families (Sugimoto 1997: 189). In 1968, the number oflong-term overseas Japanese

expatriates was 53,398, which increased to 251,545 in 1986 (Goodman 1990a:18).

Accordingly, the number of children ofthese 10ng-termJapanese expatriates grew from

8,662 in 1971 to 41,155 in 1987 (Goodman 1990a:25). The number ofsuch children

steadily increased and peaked in 1992 with 50,977 children (Minami 2000:3). According
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to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the l}umber of Japanese children residing abroad as of

May l, 1999 is 48,951 (Minami 2000:3). Japanese children residing overseas are called

kaigaishijo (overseas children, kaigai = "overseas" and shijo = "children"), and once they

return to Japan, they are referred to as kikokushijo (returnee children, kikoku= "to return

to one's home country and shijo = "children"). This section focuses on these children and

the issues surrounding them.

As widely known in the world, education is one of the foremost institutions in

Japan. Shimahara argues that in Japan, "the evolution of. .. education closely parallels the

growth of the Japanese economic and sociopolitical structure" (Shimahara 1992:7).

According to Merry White, education is seen not only as "a socializer for life in Japanese

society, which values harmony and cohesion," but also as "preparation for occupations

that demand hard work and discipline" (White 1988:45; 46). White lists three major

functions of Japanese education: "to create an educated populace"; "to provide credentials

needed in the occupational system"; and "to train children in the norms and behavior of

the culture" (White 1988:45). Sabouret (1993 in Pang 2000: 135) also notes that school

symbolizes the primary locus of socialization for Japanese children and youth, and its

function as a socializer exceeds that offamily. In short, Japanese people hoId up

education as essential for both teaching young Japanese how to become proper Japanese

(Pang 2000:313) and tuming them into a diligent workforce to sustain Japanese economic

activities.

Considering the significance of school education in Japan, when those Japanese

childrenwho had lived overseas returned to Japan (known as kikokushijo), they were

often considered "flawed," "apostates," and "foreigners" because they had left Japan,

which meant missing not only education in Japan but also the basic values of theJapanese

people (White 1988:2). They were presumed to have acquired and to display foreign

behavior, values, and mannerisms. Generally speaking, Japanese people who spend an

extended period oftime abroad oftenretum to Japan with a renewed sense of who they

are. Their sense of identity as Japanese is often reinforced through interaction with

foreigners and recognition of the differences between the foreigners and themselves.

However, the overseas experience ofthe children who accompany their parents abroad

involves a completely different dimension. Befu reports that
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[the children] cannot help but leam local culture .. .Ironically it is this very
adaptability which worries their parents. In the parents' eyes children are
engaged in a zero-sum garne: the more adapted to the. local (foreign)
culture, the less 'Japanese' they will become, and the less capable they will
be of fitting back into Japanese culture after their retum home. (Befu
1983:235-6)

Given children's adaptability, therefore, the Japanese people living abroad insisted that

overseas Japanese education be urgently provided ta theirchildren.

In response ta overseas parents' demands, the Japanese govemment established

the Japanese Supplementary School (known as Hoshuko) and full-fledged Japanese

School in various parts of the world (Pang 2000:283). While the officially acknowledged

purpose of overseas Japanese education is "to provide education equal to that of the

compulsory education system in Japan," for the Japanese government, averseas education

is a150 a means to promote Japanese identity in the Japanese students living abroad

(Minami 2000:40; Lincicome 1993: 136).

Despite the establishment of Japanese schools overseas,however, children

continued to face difficulties in readjusting once they retumed to Japan. The number of

Japanese people who left the country for an extended period of time steadily increased in

the 1970s onward, and the number of people who retumed to Japan after their sojourn

overseas grew in the same proportion. The more Japanese with overseas experience

returned to Japan, the bigger the problems they reported facing.

Regarding this marginalization of people who left Japanfor an extended period of

time,. Merry White states that,

Japanese families who have gone overseas are caught in a paradoxical
cultural warp-agents of Japanese intemational economic growth, they
themselves have derived little domestic benefit from their sojoums away
from Japan. In fact,these fathers, mothers, and children must bear the
brunt of a cultural ambivalence about foreigners thatbelies Japan's success
in the international market... While they are Japan's most valuable people
in the competitive intemational economy, they also face great problems as
stigmatized, devalued individuals who are seen as culturally contaminated
by their acquaintance with foreign ways. (White 1988:1; 13)

When a family returns to Japan, both parents and children face a need to readjust

themselves to Japanese ways of doing. Between the mid-1970s and mid-1980s, the media

portrayed the various problems with which Japanese people who returned from overseas
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had to struggle: a father who feIl out of his company's social network due to his long

absence from the company; a mother who faced neighbors talking behind her back about

her cultural difference; and children who were bullied at school (Minami 2000:3). While

the entire family bears the cost of marginalization, it is the children who are ostracized

and thought to need "reprocessing" (White 1988: 13).

At school, teachers may think of the kikokushijo as lacking "Japanese common

sense" (White 1988:60). Classmates may make fun of the returnee children for their

"differences." In addition, the kikokushijo may arouse classmates' and teachers'

resentment by speaking native-sounding English or other foreign languages. It is

paradoxical that these children could not be welcomed in Japan, considering that in the

era of internationalization, Japanese companies desperately need fluent English-speaking

Japanese people. It is widely known that sorne kikokushijo mimic a Japanese accent

when asked to read English textbooks in class in order to hide their English fluency.

Sorne kikokushijo also hide the fact that they ever lived abroad because they do not want

to be seen in the light of kikokushijo's stereotypes. Stereotypical characteristics that the

kikokushijo are said to possess include "lack of 'groupism' or team spirit"; "an

overdeveloped self-consciousness"; "forgetfulness"; easily "violating school regulations";

and "lack of competitiveness" among others (Pang 2000: 169).

There were a number of books and articles written on the kikokushijo mondai

(returnee children's problems) (cf Kobayashi 1978; Saito 1988; White 1988). Books

such as The Japanese Overseas: Can They Go Home Again? (White 1988) discuss the

problems of readjustment of Japanese people with overseas experience. Articles entitled

"They ignored me at school," "Returnees' plight: Educated abroad, rejected athome,"

"Cool welcome home," "Strangers in their own country-the misfit returnees," and

"Japan's lonely outsiders" which were published in newspapers and magazines featured

the dilemma of the kikokushijo's re-adjustment to Japanese society (Enloe and Lewin

1987:224 in Kanno 1996:22). According to. Goodman (l990a), news Telated to

kikokushijo (returnee children) was reported almost once a week during this period. The

general storyline concerning the kikokushijo is the following: children go and live abroad;

they learn a foreign language with difficulties; but once they havelearned it, they enjoy

living in the host society; when they return ta Japan as kikokushijo, they realize that they
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are "different" from ordinary Japanese students and feel unwelcomed; their c1assmates

are not interested in their overseas experience and tease them for their poor Japanese; and

henceforth they suffer from maladjustment (Kanno 1996:22). The media also reported

that the kikokushijo feel ambivalent about their identity, and that many of them suffer

from an "identity crisis," not knowing who they are.

Here, it is important to note that the period when the kikokushijo were seen as

"strange" and as a "problem" coincides with the peak popularity ofthe nihonjinron in the

late 1970s and the 1980s (Goodman 1990a; Pang 2000: 186). The returnees were

regarded as overly outspoken, and such a quality tends not to be appreciated in a society

like Japan where conformity is highly valued. They were regarded as individualistic

(kojinshugi) , which is viewed negatively by Japanese people. As a kikokushijo herself,

Akiko Kowatari mentions the fol1owing in the interview with Gaynor Macdonald: 14

There is an increasing number of returnees, and they are Japanese in aIl
senses. But they're different from the 'homogeneous-stereotypical-image
Japanese' that the Japanese education system teaches. There isso much
emphasis on difference-as if that',s what's important. (Macdonald
1995:262)

The kikokushijo was automaticaIly regarded as "different" from "normal" Japanese

people who have never left the country. Ultimately, what the kikokushijo. (retumee

children) represent is a "threat" to the idea of a homogeneous Japanese. In essence, going

abroad and leaving Japanese culture caused these children to be seen as "poIluted" (White

1988; Pang 2000: 171). It seems that, because kikokushijo did not fit into a tightly

bounded definition of "Japanese" as described in the nihonjinron, they were regarded as

"half-Japanese" or sometimes "non-Japanese."

In addition to the kikokushijo problems, the 1980s represented a period of chaos

with a nmnber of problems relating to general school education in Japan (cf Schoppa

1991). The rate of dropouts and the number of incidents of bullying (ijime) were reported

to have increased dramaticaIly, and the quality of education was also reported to have

declined (Pang 2000: 152). These problems were seen as a result of "the rapidity of social

change, the proliferation of the nuclear family, loss of community feelings, affluence and

urbanization" (Beauchamp and Vardaman 1994:27 in Pang 2000:152-3). In the midst of

these mounting problems, in 1984, Prime Minister Nakasone founded the National
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Council on Educational Reform (NCER) in order to look closely at educational problems

and assess the type of reforms needed for the system.

The NCER report, which favored the enhanced internationalization of education,

proposed that Japan needed "cosmopolitan" Japanese who possess "the ability to

communicate in one or more foreign languages, a thorough knowledge of foreign

countries and cultures, a capacity to appreciate cultural differences, and an 'international

consciousness' [kokusaiteki ninshiki]" (Lincicome 1993:127). This, the NCER

maintained, required schools to nurture the development of individual character (kosei),

creativity (sozosei), independence (jiyu), self-discipline (jiritsu), and personal

responsibility (jiko sekinin) (Lincicome 1993:127). Along with these qualities, however,

cosmopolitan Japanese should aIso possess "a Japanese consciousness" and "a thorough

knowledge of, and a deep respect for, Japanese tradition, culture, and society" (Lincicome

1993:127). Thus, internationalization of education "must be to recover Japanese identity

and subjectivity [shutaîsei] by freeing it from excessive foreign influence," and

"cosmopolitan Japanese" should exist in a world "in which Japan asserts its right to

cultural coexistence, in place of its earlier drive to catch up with the West through

imitation" (Suzuki in Lincicome 1993: 130).

In order to internationalize education, the Japanese government has sought to

promote the kikokushijo as a new face of an "internationalized" Japan who willlead the

country to become "international" (Goodman 1990a; Roesgaard 1998). Through living

overseas and having been exposed to different types of education, the kikokushijo are

believed to be more outspoken, expressive, independent, good at cross-cultural

communication, and fluent in foreign languages.

The NCER report states that "Japanese retUrnees [kikokushijo] who have

accumulated overseas experience should be regarded as a valuable asset. .. to the future

Japan" (Lincicome 1993: 136). This is contrary to the earlier standing of the Ministry of

Education. Lincicome reports that in 1975 the Ministry of Education

adopted the position that the primary goal of education for overseas and
returning Japanese school-children should.· not be to cultivate an
international consciousness but, rather, to assuage 'the anxiety that the
system for receiving these children upon their return [to Japan] is
inadequate. ' What this carne to mean in practice, if not in principle, was
an educational program designed to reinforce a Japanese consciousness
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among children overseas and to help returnees cope with the stigma of
their foreign experience by removing aU vestiges of abnormality and
difference. (Lincicome 1993: 136)

The Ministry of Education in the 1970s held that returnees needed to be "de

internationalized" (Lincicome 1993: 136). The task of readjusting the returnees was

caUed "peeling off foreignness," (gaikoku hagashi) "redyeing," (somenaoshi), or

"scrubbing offforeign experience with a brush" (Befu 1983:247-248).

Before the establishment of special educational provisions (discussed later), the

kikokushUo not only suffered from maladjustment at school but also failed to gain

acceptance to "good" schools. The general pattern is as foUows: the parents of

kikokushUo went to a prestigious university in Japan and got into a good Japanese

corporation. As part of the elite of a major Japanese corporation, they were sent abroad

for several years. They took family members with them. After living overseas sorne

time, they returned to Japan with the family. Contrary to their planned future (e.g., they

expected their children would go to the same university as the father went), their children

suffered from educational, social, and cultural maladjustment. Moreover, their children

failed entrance examinations to "good" universities, which meant that they could not

follow the so-caUed "successful life path." Without going to a "good" university, their

children's career prospects were limited. Motives behind.the parents' effort to lobby the

government for the creation of special educational provisions are weU summarized by

Goodman as foUows:

Throughout the latel970s, the number of Japanese children returning from
a period of education overseas increased ... , as did the length of time which
they had spent abroad. The complaints of parents about the treatment their
returIlee children were receiving in Japan grew correspondingly louder ...
It was argued that, because of the monolithic,. uniform and conformist
nature of the Japanese education system and society, these children were
findiIlg it very difficult to reassimilate. Inparticular, they were being
bullied for their poor Japanese and their lack of understanding of Japanese
society. Moreover, they were faUing behind in the education system in
Japan-a system .which is based on exams that test the amount of effort
expended on accumulating facts rather than inteUectual ability. The·results
were twofold. The children were doing poorly in their examinations and
thereby were able only to enter lower-prestige universities. Their job
prospects were badly hit as a result and the status of their families looked
liable to decline. Not surprisingly, the parents felt poorly rewarded for
their overseas service to country and company. Even worse, though, were
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newspaper reports of cases of reverse culture shock and inability to adapt
so severe individual children suffered mental breakdowns which drove
them to the extremes of suicide or homicide. (Goodman 1990b: 165-166)

Here, it cannot be overemphasized how much Japan regards academic credentials: the

name of the university one attends assures one's credential as a diligent, smart person

capable of success. Clearly, the kikokushijo's failure to attend a "good" university in

Japan caused tremendous trouble for their parents. Because of the rigid entrance

examination system, which is believed to be fair due to its meritocratic nature (one has to

pass the entrance exam, otherwise, she or he cannot go to university), the knowledge of

foreign languages that the kikokushijo possessed was not seen as a strong enough asset to

grant them a special admission to university.

In order to prevent the kikokushijo from failing to gain acceptance to "good"

Japanese universities and Japanese society at large, in addition to the establishment of

Japanese schools (both full-time and supplementary)· abroad, the government began to

offer special educational provisions specifically for the kikokushijo (Goodman 1990a).

Initiated by the government, schools at various levels (e.g., junior, senior high school,

university) now have special classes particularly for the. returnees, and these classes are

thought to favor the "recovery of scholastic ability" and "adaptation to the lifestyle

education" (Pang 2000: 163). A number of special arrangements have been established

only for the kikokush(jo. For example, the kikokush(jo are .allowed to take a special type

of entrance exam consisting of fewer academic subjects. as opposed to more

comprehensive exams that ordinary students must take. For private schools, there is an

entrance exam every time one wants to enter a private nursery school, elementary school,

junior, senior high school, or university. In view of these numerous obstacles, sorne

people believe the special provisions offered to the kikokush(jo (e.g., exemption from

taking a normal entrance exam) run counterto the Japanese principle that everyone

should be given an equal opportunity.

Regarding the tremendous attention that returnee children gathered in the 1970s

and the early 1980s, Roger Goodman in Japan 's'International Youth ': The Emergence of

a New Class of Schoolchildren (l990a) argues that the issues surrounding kikokushijo

(returneechildren) were largely amplified by strong politicians and the elite class of

parents of the kikokushijo. With respect to the special educational provisions offered to
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th~ returnees, he contends that "c1ass is c1early an essential element in understanding how

the parents of kikokush?jo obtained special treatment for them in the Japanese educational

system" (1 990a:7). According to Kawabata and Suzuki's survey with 1,000 parents with

children in overseas Japanese schools, "nearly 90 per cent of the [fathers] had received a

university education, while just over 60 per cent of the [mothers] had received tertiary

education, 35 per cent at university and 25 per cent attwo-year colleges" (Kawabata and

Suzuki 1981 :31 in Goodman 1990a:22). Macdonald notes regarding the privileged

treatment of the kikokush?jo as follows:

Japan requires a highly educated population to maintain its powerful role
in economic and technological terms. This leads to a highly competitive
education system which encourages vertical social mobility but demands
high conformity in order to pass the necessary exams to gain entry to
university. Restricted access to social and material rewards in Japanese
society results from poor educational achievement. The elite have designed
a system whereby those who have spent time overseas and thus missed out
on Japanese educational requirements are not exc1uded from the benefits
normally accorded to Japanese of similar status. Returnee programmes
provide for special educational entry for Japanese nationals who would
otherwise not be eligible for university education in Japan because they
have missed important prior stages. (Macdonald 1995:267)

Indeed, the class argument concerning the special treatment of kikokush?jo seems to hold

sorne truth, given that only little over 30 per cent of the population in Japan receives

university education (Goodman 1990b:177). There is a great number of students who

failed university entrance examinations and thus had to give up higher education. While

these students do not receive any pardon for their failure to· pass the exam, it indeed

sounds unfair that kikokushijo are privileged and offered special treatment.

In this section, 1 have discussed how the treatment and image of the kikokush?jo

have evolved along with the Japanese changing political economic situation. Due to the

increasing intemationalization, by the second half of the 1980s, kikokush?jo gained an

image as a "new type of Japanese" rather than "oddities" (Pang 2000:287; Goodman

1990a). They are now seen as "little ambassadors" (Iwama 1992 in Pang 2000: 171). The

negative stereotypes of the past notwithstanding, the kikokush?jo are now believed ta

possess \\a higher sense of public civility and universal love," and \\they can foster ties

with foreigners on a solid and mutually enriching basis, resulting into a better

understanding between people from different cultures" (Pang 2000: 172). In this context,
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my study focuses on the Japanese students attending the Montreal Hoshuko. How do they

perceive themselves and understand their identity? The existing literature on Japanese

children with overseas experience predominantly focuses on the problems that these

children face once they return to Japan; comparatively speaking, however, little is written

about these children's daily lives abroad. Also, not much has been known about the life

of the Hoshuko. What kind ofteaching is being practiced at the Hoshuko? What kinds of

attitudes about teaching and learning do the Hoshuko teachers have? In the next section, l

turn to the discussion of the Montreal Hoshuko classes drawing upon my ethnographie

data.
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Chapter 3. The Montreal Hoshuko

A History of the Montreal Hoshuko

There is no doubt that the changing political economy of Japan has heavily influenced the

evolution ofthe Hoshuko. In this chapter, 1discuss the Montreal Hoshuko with a view to

situate my ethnographie study and main argument within its proper historical context.

The Montreal Japanese Supplementary Sèhool (the Hoshuko) was founded in

1972 in response to demands by Japanese parents living overseas that theirchildren

receive Japanese education while living abroad. Regarding the purpose of Japanese

schools set up abroad, Pang notes that,

The aim of setting up fuIl-timeJapanese schools is to create a school
environment similar to that of Japan to minimize the occurrence of a
culture shock upon return to Japan. Consequently, they are not
excessively inconvenienced by the overseas experiences in the competitive
sehooling system in Japan. Moreover, sorne schools at different levels
have special entrance provisions for returnees so that they gradually
reintegrate in the Japanese school environment in terms of scholastic
ability and social adaptation. The lmderlying principle of the different
educational polieies-overseas as weIl as the reeeption education upon
return-is to neutralize major upheavals in the mental condition and the
identity formation and management of these youngsters. (2000: 165-166)

As the number of Japanese people working for Japan-related companies in the Quebec

region increased, the Montreal Shokokai (the Japanese Association of Commerce and

Industry), with the support of the Japanese Ministries of Foreign Affairs and Education,

started operating the Hoshuko. Since its establishment, the Montreal Hoshuko has been

finaneially and administratively assisted and managed by the members of the Shokokai.
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Given such a predominant presence of the Shokokai members, it is not surprising to find

that the original focus ofthe Hoshuko was tokeep up with the Japanese educational

curriculum so that when a Shokokai family returned to Japan, their children would be

ready and able to readapt to Japanese school smoothly. Originally, the majority ofthe

student population were children who were born and raised in Japan, but staying in

Quebec only temporarily, and would eventually return to Japan once the parent (usually

the father).completed the work term.

At the Hoshuko, there were generally two types offamilies: those whose sights

were fixedly set on Japan and those who were more interested in integrating into the local

environment by trying to learn about the local culture. Goodman (l990b: 174) describes

these two groups as, one, "kikokugo no kyoikujushi no kokunaiha (the parochial faction

attaching great importance to their children's education after their return to Japan)" and,

two, "genchi shiko no kokusaiha (the international faction which tends towards the local

culture)". This divide used to be roughly drawn according to the father's occupation.

Although it has never been sharply delineated, the two groups consisted of children

whose parents were members of the Shokokai (business people) and children whose

parents were in academia.

According to sorne teachers at the Montreal Hoshuko, these two family types

represented two distinct familial approaches to children' s education while living in

Canada. On the one hand, the family of an academic tended to be more interested in

learning about local cultures and open ta learning at the local school. On the other hand,

thefamily of the Shokokai tended s ta be keen on keeping up with Japanese educational

materials, focusing on their children's study at the Hoshuko rather than at the local

school. The purpose here was ta enable the children to avoid being educationally out of

step and ta enter "good" schools back in Japan.

Despite the differences in the families' approach towards their children's

education, bath the academic and the business-oriented families felt that the Hoshuko was

essential for their children's education as Japanese. Before the opening of the Ottawa

Hoshuko, there were families who came to the Montreal Hoshuko from Ottawa every

Saturday. Even now, sorne families come from as far as Quebec City or Sherbrooke.
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This illustrates how much emphasis these families put on to their children's Japanese

school education.

While. the Hoshuko had two main groups of families with different attitudes

toward local schools, the people of the Shokokai were the driving force behind the

Hoshuko (partly due to their financial assistance to the school). Because of the economic

situation in Japan in the 1970s, the families of the Shokok({i were much wealthier than

other kinds offami1ies at the Hoshuko. Due to the fixed rate of the currency exchange

(before the introduction of floating exchange rates), the academic families were not as

well off. It was not until the introduction of the Foreign ExchangeControl Law of 1980

which made possible "free international financial transactions" (Tabb 1995 :206) that the

salary of the academic family became comparable with that of the business people. Most

members of the Hoshuko steering committee used to be members of the Shokokai, and

until 1997, the principal of the Hoshuko used to be the president ofthe Shokokai.

Within the Shokokai, there seems to have been a power hierarchy. For instance,

people who worked for major Japanese corporations-Mitsui, Mitsubishi, and the Bank

of Tokyo-used to occupy important positions in both the Shokokai and the Hoshuko

steering committee. According to sorne Hoshuko teachers, people tended to view the

Shokokai as the elite of Japan; their children were thought to be smarter and expected to

follow in their parents' footsteps to be part of Japan's eliteon their return. Given this

kind of mentality, it was crucial that the Hoshuko maintain high educational standards, so

that their children could prepare for the entrance examinations they would have to pass in

Japan.

As the Japanese economy continued to grow in the 1970s and 1980s, !TI0re

companies sent more workers to their branch offices overseas. In Montreal, the Japanese

population grew with the development of the city's economy; consequently, there were

more children at the Montreal Hoshuko. In 1989, the Hoshuko reached its peak, with 95

students. Although Canadian-born students started to attend the Hoshuko little by little,

the student population was still predominantly Japanese-born children who were expected

to return to Japan. Thus, the goal of the Hoshuko remained tokeep up with the Japanese

school curriculum. The Hoshuko teachersaccepted the idea thatthe mission of the

Hoshuko was to teach what students in Japan 1earn at school. In their teaching
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curriculum, therefore, many teachers closely followed the guidelines for the teachers

(kyoiku shido yoryo) provided by the Japanese Ministry of Education.

Despite the Japan-centered atmosphere of the Hoshuko, since the mid 1980s,

Canadian-born children whose parents had immigrated from Japan began to attend the

school in greater numbers. This new student population created sorne tensions at the

school. The focus of the Hoshuko had always been the preparation of students for their

return to Japan. However, this original focus was gradually shifted with the advent of

locally born children, who were bornand raised in Canada and thus had no plan to return

to Japan to live. Sorne parents who wanted their children to enter "good" Japanese

universities in the future feared the deterioration of the educational standards of the

Hoshuko ifthe locally born students attended the Hoshuko. They feared that the Japanese

language proficiency of the children (born and raised in Canada) would not be sufficient,

leading their children (from Japan) to level down their learning at the Hoshuko.

"Made in Japan" vs. "Made in Canada": InternaI Politics

at the Hoshuko

Let us now turn to the internaI politics concerning Japanese-born students and Canadian

barn students at the Hoshuko. As Japan's economy grew, major Japanese corporations

spread their operations to major world cities, and Montreal was no exception. From the

1970s to the end of the Japanese economic boom in the early 1990s, Montreal housed

manyCanadian head offices offinancial and commercial corporations from Japan (e.g.,

Mitsui, Mitsubishi, the Bank of Tokyo, Sumitomo, Ho Chu, to name but a few).

Montreal,rather than Toronto or Vancouver, was Canada's financial center for many

Japanese companies. With the increase of the Japanese population in Montreal grew the

student population at the Hoshuko. At the same time, more Japanese people began to

move to Quebec on a permanent basis, and their children began to attend the Montreal

Hoshuko. In this section, 1discuss the internaI politics between Japanese-born students

and locally born students at the Hoshuko.
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According to some Hoshuko teachers, there used to be a beliefthat students born

and raised in Japan were smarter than students born and raised in Canada. For example,

Kobayashi-sensei15 (teacher Kobayashi) recounts:

1 used to hear students who said things like "1 am made in Japan, and you
are made in Canada," implying that made in Japan represented a better
quality. The general atmosphere at the Hoshuko was that children who
came from Japan were supposed to be smarter because they were the sons
and daughters of Japan's elite of the elite ... l tried to ameliorate the
division between the children from Japan and children from here, but the
divide was quite deep at times. AIso, because the Hoshuko was founded in
order to provide "soft landing" to the children who would go back to
Japan, the general attitude at the Hoshuko was that the children from Japan
must, need, and can do well at school because they would eventually have
to go back to Japan and face the "examination hell." The children from
here were considered of secondary importance because they would not go
back to Japan, so their purpose of attending the Hoshuko waspresumed to
be about maintenance of the Japanese language and culture. They were
even seen as a burden because they would slow down the class.
Obviously, because they were born and raised outside of Japan, the level
oftheir Japanese comprehension tended to be different from the one of the
students from Japan. 1 imagine that the children from here used to feel so
small at the Hoshuko. They must have tried not to disturb the quick pace
of the class. .. [Translated from Japanese]

Kobayashi-sensei informed me that a comment like "ha, ha, you are made in Canada, and

1 am made in Japan!" reflected sorne Japanese-born children's tendency to look down on

the Canadian-born children; moreover, the comment may be an indication that the parents

of the Japanese-born children say these things at home, and that children hear them and

repeat them at the Hoshuko. The elite mentality of sorne families from Japan is ref1ected

in the children's attitudes towards their Canadian-born classmates.

1 elaborate on the nature of the people who were sent overseas. Those people who

were sent to overseas branch offices by Japanese companies used to be the elite of the

elite in Japan. As 1explained in chapter 2, the general attitude of the Japanese in the

1950s and early 1960s was to "learn from the West." Thus, those who were sent to the

West were considered "chosen" people. Evenafter the Japanese had recovered their pride

in their culture, they went abroad in small numbers and when they did they were

considered "special." They also saw themselves as an elite and expected their children to
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follow the elite path in Japan. Given such a context, the Hoshuko had a clear mission: to

keep the students up to date with other students in Japan.

Sorne teachers at the Hoshuko also shared the idea that the children ofthose who

worked for major Japanese corporations were "good" students. Takahashi-sensei told me

that many Hoshuko students from Japan in the 1970s and 1980s used to be strongly

determined to become "successful." In the following excerpt from one of interviews,

Takahashi-sensei explains that,

The students from Japan used to think that "we have to work hard in order
to contribute to the reconstruction of Japan." ...They used to be very
diligent and also studied hard. Sorne of them became successful business
people like their parents, and others became medical doctors ...
[Translated from Japanese]

Sometimes, Takahashi-sensei informed me, she overheard comments like: "Oh, he is such

a smart child because he is the son of ML of Mitsubishi ... " There seems to have

been the assumption that if the father was successful, then the children should and must

be successful, too. This kind ofthinking symbolizes the class mentality held by many

modern-day Japanese.

Kobayashi-sensei informed me that parents used to exert a great deal of pressure

on the students from Japan to do well at school. The following story illustrates how

important the Hoshuko was for sorne families. The story was told to Kobayashi-sensei in

the early 1990s:

l was once talking to my student's mother at the Hoshuko. Her husband
was a researcher on sabbatical at a university in Montreal. She told me
that one day she was talking to a mother ofher child's classmates at the
Hoshuko regarding their children's education. This mother was a wife of a
successful businessman... As the conversation continued, the wifeofthe
researcher noticed that there were .sorne maj or differences between her and
the other motheL Towards the end of the conversation, she finally realized
that while she was talking about the local schoolthat her child attended
from Monday to Friday, the other wife was talking about the Hoshuko,
which is only on Saturdays. This incident clearly illustrates how sorne
families had a very Japan-centered perspective ... [Translated from
Japanese]

Sorne families were almost "living" in Japan, imagining the Hoshuko in Canada to be a

full-time school. Parental pressure to do well at school both in Japan and in Canada
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continues to be exerted on the Hoshuko students even now-though to a lesser degree

than in the pasto

Another reason that the children from Japan tended to look down on their locally

born classlllates was that the children from Japan often felt frustrated and stressed at their

local regular schools. Before coming to Canada, many of them were active in a student

council and excelled at school. In Canada, they had to struggle with a new language

(English or French) and cultural differences. Takahashi-sensei reported that many of

these students endured the difficulties and humiliation of not understanding simple things.

For example, they felt embarrassed and humiliated when they did not understand teacher

saying "open your math text book," although they had no problem solving math

questions. To compensate for their stress and humiliation at the regular school, the

Japanese-born students sometimes picked on their Canadian-born classmates at the

Hoshuko for their poor Japanese language proficiency and slow understanding of the

language. In short, the locally born students were made the victim of Japanese-born

students' frustrations.

Nevertheless, the internaI politics seems to have diminished somewhat due to the

changing socio-cultural system and political economy of Japan. First, as mentioned in

chapter 2, the kikokushUo are classed as "internationalized" Japanese and have obtained

better social recognition in Japan. In the 1970s and early 1980s, there was almost no

special educational provision given to children returning from overseas. Thus, these

children really struggled to adapt to the Japanese education system upon their return.

With the successfullobbying activities by sorne politicians, parents of the kikokushUo,

and the grown-up kikokushUo themselves, the Japanese government now has created a

number of special accommodation packages for the kikokushUo. Special provisions

offered to the kikokushijo include an exemption from taking a complete entrance

examination before entry and a special school for kikokushUo, among others. The

entrance exams for the kikokushUo generally consist of only math, Japanese, and a foreign

language (most often English), with essays as opposed to the entrance exams for ordinary

Japanese students (which include math, Japanese, classic Japanese (sometimes classic

Chinese), social and natural sciences and sometimes other academic subjects. There are a
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number of schools designated for the kikokushijo, and these schools offer special foreign

language classes with ful1-time native foreign language teachers (cf Goodman 1990a).

Therefore, if students do not expect to go to the "best" university, they can at least

get into university without a great deal of trouble. This means that children and families

who live abroad are not forced into a neurotic pace oftrainingjust to keep up with the

Japanese educational curriculum. If the kikokushijo want to enter a prestigious university

(e.g., University of Tokyo, Waseda University), the entranceexam that they need to pass

is quite rigorous; yet even these universities recognized as the "best" offer special

entrance examinations for kikokushijo that sometimesconsist of essays and interviews.

Because of this, sorne people argue that kikokushijo have an easier time getting accepted

at the top universities than ordinary Japanese students. In fact, the special provision for

the kikokushijo has been criticized as a form of affirmative action (cf Okada 1993).

I would maintain that the special entrance examination encourages flexibility in

Japan's rigid education system, without denying that special treatment of the kikokushijo

is indeed unfair to bther students. If the government is capable ofoffering exceptional

treatment to the kikokushijo, then the same privilege ought to be extended to other groups

struggling with the existing educational system. In short, high school and university

admissions relying predominantly on the score of the entrance examination must be

changed. The existing system was created during the Meiji period whenJapan

desperately needed a class of people who were capable of learning Western knowledge

quickly and who could helpmodernize Japan. But that time has passed, and Japan needs

to shift her educational focus from cramming materials to fostering creative thinking in

students.

Another factor that has decreased the degree of internaI politics at the Hoshuko is

the changes in the political economy ofCanada and Japan. There has been a shift in the

type of Japanese people who come to the Quebec region. Takahashi-sensei commented

on this change this way:

The types of Japanese people who come overseas have changed through
time. In the 1960s and 1970s, theywere the elite from major general
trading companies. Now, business conditions have changed, and the elite
do not have ta move around for an extended period of time any more. The
elite get ta stay in Japan most ofthe time and go abroad only when it is
necessary. [For example], they may go to business meetings·to abroad, but
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they don't need to live in a foreign country as they had to in the past...
[Translated from Japanese]

With the advancement of high technology (i.e., teleconferencing, e-mail, cheap and more

available air flights), the elite can now remain in Japan and leave the country for shorter

periods whenever they need to.

In addition, due to the changing political economies of Canada and Japan, most of

the major Japanese trading companies either eliminated overseas offices altogether at the

beginning of the Japanese economic recession in the early and mid-1990s, ormoved their

offices to Toronto, Canada's new financial center. Thus, the people currently at the

Montreal Hoshuko no longer represent the elite of the elite in Japan and tend to have less

of an elite mentality than before. With a few exceptions, Japanese people who are now

sent to Quebec work with Japan-related companies and factories like YKKand

Bridgestone as consultant engineers or senior technicians.

As the student population has decreased, due to the flight of Japanese (and many

other) corporations out of the Quebec region, the Hoshuko became more inclusive. In the

past, there was a tacit understanding that only children who were from Japan and

expected to return to Japan couldattend the Hoshuko. Locally born children who wanted

to attend the Hoshuko tended to be seen as a burden on learning at the Hoshuko, with its

emphasis on high academic standards. The school atmosphere used to be quite exclusive.

Presently, the student population is split almost fifty-fifty between children from Japan

and Canadian-born Japanese. The number of students who come from a mixed marriage

(i.e., one Japanese parent and one non-Japanese parent) has also increased, bringing more

diversity to the Hoshuko. There are even sorne students whose parents are both non

Japanese. Because of decreasing enrolment, it has begun to welcome children from

diverse backgrounds. Small in number, the Hoshuko has only a little over fifty students,

and there is only one student in the fifth grade.

In this way, the focus of the school is no longer strictly the preparation for "soft

landing" nor the entrance examinations back in Japan, a shift in focus which seems to

have annoyed sorne teachers. Takahashi-sensei commented to me that,

Up until several years ago, both parents and children understood the
importance of the Hoshuko. But now, students come [to the Hoshuko]
late, and sorne parents don't seem to have problems letting them go to
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sports gamesrather than having them come to the Hoshuko. This tends to
happen among locally born students. [Translated from Japanese]

This comment, as well as other teachers' reflections on the Hoshuko's history, represents

a sense of nostalgia for the past, when the Hoshuko once offered a rigorous high standard

of teaching. It seems that while sorne teachers welcome and embrace the change of

atmosphere at the Hoshuko from exclusive to inclusive, other teachers feel a certain

degree of uneasiness towards such a change.

Despite the change in the Hoshuko's general attitude, during my fieldwork, 1have

come across sorne teachers who still make a distinction in the educational attitude and

performance between Japanese-born students and Canadian-born students. The following

comment was made by Suzuki-sensei during a casual conversation:

There is a difference between the students who will return to Japan and
those who will not. The students who will return to Japan tend to do their
homework diligently and neatly, and their level of consciousness [about
their education] seems greater. When 1correct students' assignments, 1
can see a big difference between the ways these two groups of students
write the assignments. The students who will return to Japan tend to have
consideration towards the teacher who are to correct their assignments and
thus write neatly for me, while locally born students tend to submit
incomplete assignments with illegible handwriting. The pressures the
students receive from their parents are also different depending on whether
they will return to Japan or not. The students who will return to Japan
know that they will have to face an entrance examination as kikokushijo
once they return to Japan, and this makes a big difference in their approach
to education. [Translated from Japanese]

This remark parallels the idea that there is a difference between Japanese-born and

Canadian-born students at the Hoshuko, and that the Japanese-born students tend to be

"good."

Furthermore, sorne people at the Hoshuko seem to perceive Japanese education as

"better" quality. Japanese math education tends to berecognizedas among the most

advanced in the world, and this sometimes causes sorne teachers to be overly proud of the

math education they teach at the Hoshuko and to make somewhat condescending

comparisons between math education at the Hoshuko and at the local schools. Suzuki

sensei once said to his students during the class:

What are you learning in your math class at local school? [Students told
him that they are learning percentage at their local school.] Percentage?
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Wow, that is slow. It must be so easy for you. [They have studied
percentage sometime ago at the Hoshuko.] Ifyou do the math at the
Hoshuko, you should be the top student in math at your local school!
[Translated from Japanese]

Suzuki-sensei also made the following comment when handing out to the students their

summer assignments:

For those of you who are going to take a high school entrance exam in
Japan, and if you want to get into a "good" school, you have to be able to
do at least up to the section II in this homework [implying that the math
education at the local schools is not enough since Japanese math education
is so much more advanced]. [Translated from Japanese]

This comment signifies that while he encourages the Japanese-born students to challenge

ideas more, he leaves out locally born students and does not push them further. This may

push the 10caIly born students to work harder and to excel. However, the general feeling l

got through Suzuki-sensei's comments and talking with other people at the Hoshuko was

that they tend to perceive Japanese education as "superior" and to consider Japanese-born

students as "smarter."

Despite persistent preconceived notions about differences between Japanese-born

and Canadian-born students, and mixed feelings about the mission of the Hoshuko, l

realized in the course of my fieldwork that students, parents, and teachers now largely

understand the Hoshuko as a place of relaxation. Throughout the interviews, teachers,

parents, and students informed me that they refer to the Hoshuko as a place where

Japanese people gather together, exchange information, and speak in Japanese.

For the students in particular, the Hoshuko has become a place to socialize with

their Japanese friends, relax, and release their daily stress caused by talking in foreign

languages and a foreign milieu. The mother of Kaori, a student in the grade X, told me

that,

At the beginning of our stay in Quebec, our daughters did not attend the
Montreal Hoshuko since it was a long drive from where we lived to
Montreal, and we thought the children had enough study to do at their
regular school. However, after two years, we realized that the children
had accumulated so much stress, and that they were close to blow
everything up. That is when we decided to enroll them to the Montreal
Hoshuko. Once they began coming to the Hoshuko, they made new
Japanese friends and their stress level was reduced. They seem to
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consider the Hoshuko as a place to enjoy themselves rather than a school
to study hard. [Translated from Japanese]

For Japanese students, going to a Canadian regular school is like being dropped in the

ocean without knowing how to swim or being told to swim. The Hoshuko students from

Japan often attend regular classes from the beginning, even ifthey do not know the

language of instruction at aIl. They struggle to "swim" at the school. Most of them

eventually learn how to "swim" (i.e., learn the new language (English or French» and

become comfortable; yet, the process oflearning the language can be quite stressful. For

them, the Hoshuko is a place where they do not have to struggle with the language and

different cultural practices.

Ebuchi in "Patterns of Cultural Adaptation Among the Japanese Overseas: the

Case of Japanese Sojourners in Southeast Asia" notes the following:

Ethnie organizations/institutions such as the Japan Club and the Japanese
school provide members of the community with not only organization
services but also basis for further expansion of informaI human
relationships. Among these organizations, the school plays a tremendous
role in helping to reduce a fair amount of sociocultural difficulties and
psychological tensions that the Japanese families, especially children of
school age, meet in the course of adaptation to a new environment and
behavioral system. (Ebuchi 1987:4 in Pang 2000:166)

It wouldthus appear that the Montreal Hoshuko is no longer just an academic institution

to "cram" Japanese educational materials into students. Rather, it is a place of

socialization, recreation, and relaxation.

Through the evolution of the Hoshuko, the internaI political divide has been

reduced (though it still exists to varyingdegrees). If the Hoshuko is now recognized as a

place of relaxation, what exactly happens in classrooms? As mentioned earlier, the

original aim of the Hoshuko provided bythe Japanese government was to foster the

Japanese identity and to offer Japanese children educational materials that the students in

Japan learn. Ras the original aim vanished, or does the classroom practice at the Hoshuko

still resemble the ohe in Japan? An investigation into teaching and learning at the

Hoshuko and the interactions between teachers and students should help us find the keys

to these questions.
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A Typical Day at the Hoshuko

In this next section, I introduce the classroom practice and depict a typical day at the

Hoshuko, drawing upon my fieldwork.

Classes at the Montreal Hoshukotake place only once a week, on Saturdays. The

school calendar follows the calendar year of schools in Japan. The Hoshuko steering

committee incorporates some school activities that are traditionally Japanese into the

Hoshuko's curriculum and culture. For example, in June there is Undokai (the Day of

Sports), where students, parents, teachers, as weIl as former Hoshuko students participate

in various sports events. In November, there is Gakugeikai (The Day of Culture). For

this event, each grade must come up with some thingsto present to an audience (mainly

parents). Students practice shows sllch as dramas and musical performances and prepare

for the final presentation. At every school ceremony.(e.g., entrance ceremony, the Day of

Sports, etc.), the Hoshuko raises Hinomaru (Japanese national flag) and plays Kimigayo

(Japanese national anthem). Given that the nationalistic connotations ofthese symbols

have been problematic and more or less debatable in Japan,J6 the Hoshuko represents a

school that diligently follows Japanese government policy.

The building is rented only on Saturdays, so that the schooland classroom cannot

be decorated to create a Japanese atmosphere. However, there is an attempt to recreate

the school enviroI1h1ent in Japan. During my observation, 1noted that Japanese signs are

temporarily put on bathroom doors and other places. At the entrance, people are expected

to take off their walking shoes and change into indoor shoes, as in Japan. Almost

everyone at the Hoshuko speaks Japanese and is Japanese. 1 remember, as 1 stepped into

the school for the first time, feeling as if 1 were back in Japan.

A day at theHoshuko consists of six periods. Studentscome from aIl over

Quebec, but the farthest family comes from Quebec City. The .first class starts at nine

o'clock, which means that this family hasto get up at around six o'clock and drive for

two and a half hours or so to Montreal and two and a half hours or so back to Quebec City

every Saturday. UsuaIly, three hours for kokugo (the national language of Japan) and
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three hours for math are taught. Every two weeks, one hour is designated to either social

studies or science. There is a ten-minutes break between classes and.a fifty-minute break

for lunch. At the end of the sixth period, students, with the help of teachers and parents,

engage in cleaning the classrooms, bathrooms, and cafeteria. l have noticed that sorne

students dislike this practice and ask why they have to do cleaning which their local

schooldoes not require. Below is an example of a typical Hoshuko student's timetable.

May13,2000 May 27,200 June 3,2000 June 20, 2000 June 17, 2000

9:00-9:50 Math Kokugo Math Kokugo Math

1 9:50-10:00 Break Break Break Break Break

10:00-10:50 Math Kokugo Math Kokugo Math

10:50-11 :00 Break Break Break Break Break

1 11:00-11 :50 Kokugo Math Kokugo Math Kokugo

11 :50-12:40 Lunch Break Lunch Break Lunch Break Lunch Break Lunch Break

12:40-1 :30 Kokugo Math Kokugo Math Kokugo

1:30-1 :40 Break Break Break Break Break

1:40-2:30 Kokugo BiologylMath Kokugo Biology Kokugo

2:30-2:40 Break Break Break Break Break

2:40-3:30 Math History Math Geography Science

3:30-3:40 Cleaning Cleaning Cleaning Cleaning Cleaning

Table 1. An Example of the Montreal Hoshuko Time Table

Through my fieldwork, l noticed that the Hoshuko reaUy tries to uphold school

principles and practices prevalent in Japanese schools. There are sorne subtle practices of

value-teaching as weIl. As mentioned in the section of the methodology, 1 have observed

every grade (grades one to nine) at least once and spent rnost ofthe tirne in grade X.

What 1 found in alrnost aU grades was an emphasis on creating a Sense of group

orientation, a sense of respect taward teachers, and a sense of discipline akin ta those

values 1 leamed as a student in Japan. Here, 1provide several examples that illustrate

how the principlesand practices of schools in Japan are being implemented here.

1draw one example of teaching of group orientation frorn a lower grade classroom

1had visited. In class, the teacher asked aIl the students ta come to the front of the

classroorn and write kanji (Chinese characters) on the.blackboard. The foUowing is the

dialogue (originaUy in Japanese) between the teacher and her students:
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Teacher: Now, l am going to ask aIl ofyou to come to the blackboard and
write kanji. l will check the order of each kanji's stroke.

[Students came ta the blackboard, and sorne students already started
writing kanji before she asked them ta do sa.]

Teacher: Okay. We will begin now. Please erase what you've written.
We have not started yet. We will aIl start together. Okay, please write
"put" in kanji with the right stroke arder.

[As the students wrote kanji "put," one boy (Taro) made a mistake and
wrote lines of a part of it from the opposite direction.]

Taro: Oops, l made a mistake!

Teacher: Okay. Let's aIl erase what we have on the blackboard for Taro.
Let's aIl do the writing ofthis kanji once again from the beginning.

Over and over again, this teacher asked the students ta erase their kanji if one of the

c1assmates made a mistake in the arder of kanji strokes. As 1observed this teacher

student interaction, 1understood that by asking aU students ta erase their kanji writing

every time any of the students made a mistake. in strokes of the kanji and speUings, this

teacher was teaching a sense of group orientation and doing things together as members

ofa group.

Group work is quite common in elementary school in lapan. Students are usually

divided into groups, caIled han, and work together ta complete an assigned work. Since

equality and cooperation are one of the foremost values taught at school in lapan, not

leaving anyonebehind--even at the expense of slowing down the quick-learner

students-is still considered important, as the above dialogue c1early illustrates.

Examples of teaching a 'sense of respect towards teachers and discipline were

observed in classrooms regularly. In aU grades, 1 observed teachers caIling students by

their last name rather than their first name. A use of one' s last name is customary in

lapan-the practice reinforces social ties to the family anddiscourages individualism.

Students addressed teachers as Saito sensei (Mr.lMrs. Saito teacher). CaIling a teacher

sensei signifies respect. Discipline teaching was alsoobserved in a form of a ritualistic

greeting in c1ass. At the beginning of each c1ass and at the beginning and end of each

day, a student on dutYwould calI out, Kiritsu! (stand-up), Kyotsuke! (straight), and Rei!
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(bow); then everyone would say Ohayo gozaimasu"(good moming) or Sayonara (good

bye) in unison, and the student on duty would conclude by saying, Chakuseki! (sit-down).

Sugimoto refers to the practice of greeting between teachers and students as a form of

"military discipline" (1997: 122).17

Another instance of discipline teaching is where students are not supposed to eat

or drink anything in a classroom. (In fact, they can only eat in cafeteria.) Takahashi

sensei once told students in c1ass, "You cannot drink anything, not even water!" During

my participant observation in the grade X c1assroom, 1often had to remind myself not to

chew gum or drinkjuice. Living in North America for the past several years and now

attending a Canadian university, 1have become accustomed to drinking and eating in

c1ass.

To explain classroom practices more in depth, 1will now present my extended

observations of the grade X c1assroom.

One striking feature of the grade X c1assroom was that the teacher-student

interaction was both traditionally rigid and dynamic. On the one hand, the Hoshuko's

teaching methods resemble the traditional Japanese teacher-centered style where a teacher

holds complete authority and leads the class without taking into consideration the

different students' needs. Although the atmosphere of the grade X c1assroom was

generally friendly, students were still expected to use honorific forms of speech (keigo) in

Japanese when talking to the teachers and other older people at the Hoshuko. The use of

keigo is to emphasize the vertical relationships that Japanese society is known to value.

On the other hand, the interaction between teachers and students in the grade X

c1ass was often vigorous, and the students seemed to feel comfortable posing questions.

(In Japan, questioning during the c1ass is often discouraged because such a practice is

seen as disrupting the teacher's planned teaching.) This may be largely because of the

relatively small number of students in each c1ass (usually less than ten, as opposed to

forty to forty-five students in Japan). To promote more student-centered teaching,

Suzuki-sensei often asked students to come to the front blackboard and to solve problems.

Regarding the relatively dynamic interaction between teachers and students,

Suzuki-sensei told me during informaI conversation:

1 always tell jokes in c1ass because jokes are also a part of Japanese
language learning. In my c1ass, there are students who have language
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problems, and for them, jokes mean a little complicated Japanese. Let's
say, if everyone else in class laughed at my joke and they [students with
language difficulties] could not get it, they would try to listen to me more
carefully the next time... [Also], 1don't want my students to get a negative
attitude toward school. 1 don't want them to dislike the Hoshuko. 1want
them to enjoy the Hoshuko and my class, and [that is why] 1make a fool of
myself. [Translated from Japanese]

Suzuki-sensei tells jokes in order to create a dynamic class atmosphere and offer a

comfortable study environment for the students. In fact, he encourages students to talk in

his class, while talking in class is often discouraged in Japan. On a hot day, when the

students feellazy, talk to each other, and do not pay attention, rather than scorning them,

he tells the class:

You know, conversation during the cJass is important. I have no problem
that you talk to me and ask me any questions at any time. Especially those
ofyou [referring to locally born students] who don't have many chances to
speak and listen to Japanese outside the Hoshuko, I want you to listen to
and speak as much Japanese as possible in my cJass. [Translated from
Japanese]

Suzuki sensei' s more casual, interactive approach to math teaching symbolizes the

Hoshuko' s recent multi-dimensional goal of teaching academic subj ects; familializing

studentswith Japanese values as well as school practices; making them feel at ease and

interested; and providing an opportunity to speak Japanese both to Japanese-born and

Canadian-born students.

An effort to develop a sense of group orientation can be seen in Takahashi

sensei's class, too. One afternoon, a student tried to open a window because the

classroom was too hot, and another student was opposed to opening the window. When

the disagreement arose, Takahashi-sensei intervened with a warning,

It is wrong to think that everything is fine as long as only you are in a good
condition. It is essential for everyone to think together, be considerate of
each other, and try to create an environrnent where everyone can feel
comfortable to study. [Translated from Japanese]

On another occasion, Takahashi-sensei made an announcement to the class that

henceforth they should clean the cafeteria by taking turns. In response, one student

complained that "it's not fair that we have to do it when sorne other students don't have

to ... " Takahashi-sensei told this student,
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There is nothing unfair about this. Teachers discussed among ourselves
and decided for the students. Tasks must be divided by aIl ofus. Ifyou
have complaints, tell the supervising teacher at the cafeteria. You know,
we have to cooperate, and it is important to discuss how we can help each
other. [Translated from Japanese]

Both ofthese instances illustrate the emphasis Takahashi-sensei places on developing a

sense of cooperation and groupism. These efforts may not be uniquely Japanese; teaching

basic politeness to others occurs in North American schools as weIl. However, the

difference may be that at Japanese school, teachers still hold a great deal of authority, and

students are expected and do tend to respect and obey teachers' orders.

Here, l mention in passing that the cleaning of classrooms, stairways, hallways,

and bathrooms is a common practice at school in Japan. According to Sugimoto, the

assumption behind students cleaning classrooms is that they "learn to be both humble and

hard-working through sweeping with a broom, wiping the floor with a damp cloth, and

getting their hand dirty," and "this routine is supposed to train pupils to be compliant,

cooperative, and responsible citizens" (1997:123). Cleaning done by students has another

dimension at the Hoshuko. Since there is no cleaner and the building is rented only on

Saturday, everyone including students, teachers, and parents is supposed to be responsible

to keep the school clean and to work together to meet this goal; so that when regular

students come to school on Monday, they will have agood study environment.

In this section, 1have discussed what goes on at the Hoshuko. There are both

similarities Ce.g., teacher-centered teaching) and differences (e.g., more open and dynamic

atmosphere) between the Montreal Hoshuko and schools in Japan. Nonetheless, 1have

observed a frequent reference to the teaching of Japanese values (e.g., cooperation,

groupism) to students of the Hoshuko. By emphasizing the importance of caring for

others, teachers inculcate a self-image where the student feels part of a group,

understanding that cultivation ofthis kind of group mentality is essential in Japanese

society.
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Chapter 4. Identity in Transition

"Who Are We?": Understanding Students' Identity

In this section, I discuss the students' identity, as described by the students themselves

and their parents. My original research question was to examine how two different types

of school education (represented by the Hoshuko and the local regular school) affect the

way the Hoshuko students understand their identity. As I explored this question in my

fieldwork, I quickly realized that the students identify themselves as Japanese not because

of Japanese values and practices taught at Japanese school, but in relation to the Japanese

cornrnodities and popular culture.

In this chapter, I discuss sorne recurrent themes at the Hoshuko. The data will be

drawn from group discussions, interviews, and participant observation. 1 start by briefly

introducing my student participants' background information in order to offer a picture of

who these students are. AlI the students are in their early teens. My eight student

participants are four males and four females. Pseudonyms have been used in arder to

assure anonyrnity of the participants.

Masato's parents came from Japan to Montreal to teach at the university level in

the late 1970s. Because of the nature of his parents' research, Masato has gone back to

Japan numerous times. He also has school experiences in elementary school in Japan.

And he has an older brother. At home, both Masato and his brother talk to their parents

and a grandmother in Japanese. Most of the time, they also speak with each other in

Japanese; however, they told me that they sometimes switch to English when talking

about technical things (e.g., computers, etc).
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Hiroshi's parents are also from Japan. His father first came to Montreal in the late

1960s. He later married a Japanese woman in Japan and returned to Montreal. Hiroshi

has a younger sister. With respect to language used at home, his parents informed me that

with his parents, Hiroshi and his sister speak both Japanese and English, and with each

other, they switch among three languages: Japanese, English, and French.

Shoji's father came to Montreal in 1978, and his mother came in 1976. They met

in Montreal and got married. He has an older brother and an older sister. According to

Shoji's mother, aIl three children speak Japanese with their parents; however, while the

brother and sister talk to each other in French, Shoji insists on talking in Japanese with aIl

the family members.

Akira's father and mother also met each other in Montreal and got married. He

has a younger brother. At home, the family speaks Japanese. Though Akira and his

brother usually speak to each other either in English or Japanese, both of them speak three

languages: English, Japanese, and French.

Miho came here in 1996 with her parents and her middle sister when her father, a

consultant engineer in a Japanese company's factory, was transferred to Quebec. Her

oldest sister stayed in Japan for her university education. At home, Miho exclusively

speaks Japanese with aIl her family members. Although the father is likely to stay here

for his work a little longer, the mother told me that she and Miho were returning to Japan

within a year because Miho wants to start high school in Japan.

Nozomi came to Montreal with her parents in 1999 when her father undertook a

research project at a university in Montreal on his sabbatical leave from a Japanese

university. While living in Montreal, her mother also found a research job here. This is

the second time that Nozomi has lived abroad. From two to six years old, she lived in the

United States with her mother and father, who were both pursuing post-doctoral research

there. She then spent aIl her elementary school years in Japan. According to her mother,

Nozomi likes life in Montreal, so that even after her father finishes his sabbatical and

returns to Japan, Nozomi wants to stay for another year or two. Nozomi does not have

any siblings; at home, the family speaks exclusively in Japanese.

Kaori came to Montreal with her parents and an older sister in 1994, when her

father was transferred to a Japanese company factory in the Quebec region as a consultant
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engineer. The language at home is Japanese; however, her mother informed me that

Kaori and her sister were beginning to speak English to each other after the first three

years at English school. English-speaking ended when both Kaori and her sister switched

to a French private school.

Yasuko came to Montreal III 1995 when her father was sent to a Japanese

company's factory office in Montreal. She came with her parents and her younger

brother. They speak Japanese at home. According to Yasuko, she speaks to her brother

in Japanese most of the time, but they use English when they fight because, she explains,

she caD be more direct in English.

As described in the methodology section, lIed two group discussions. One which

took place at the end of the first semester involved Hiroshi, Akira, Miho, Nozomi, Kaori,

and Yasuko. At the beginning of this group discussion, l asked the students if they think

they are Japanese. In response to my question, the female students (aIl Japanese-born)

answered "yes!" firmly while the Canadian-born male students said "half and half." The

foIlowing is my dialogue (in Japanese) with the students:

RY: Do you consider yourself as Japanese?

Kaori: Yeso

Nozomi: Yes, of course, Japanese!

Akira: Half, half.

Hiroshi: Fifty, fifty.

RY: [To Akira and Hiroshi,] Why half, half? Is it because you were born
here? [They have previously informed me casuaIly of their empathy with
both Canada and Japan.]

Hiroshi: Yes, l think so.

RY: Then, when do you think that you are Japanese? [Ta everyone]

Yasuko: When l speak Japanese.

Kaori: For me, if! were asked, then l wauld say that l am Japanese,but l
don't think about it much.

RY: How about you two? [referring to Akira and Hiroshi]
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Akira: Well, when 1 go to my [regular] school, 1 think 1 am a bit more
Canadian.

Hiroshi: When 1am playing games on a computer, 1am more Japanese...

Miho: When you are here rat the Hoshuko], you are Japanese, is that it?
[Trying to help Akira and Hiroshi to elaborate their response.]

RY: At your school, you think you are Canadian because everyone else is
Canadian there?

Hiroshi: Yes, yes, yes ...

RY: How about you guys [referring to the female students]? Even atyour
regular school, do you think that you are definitely Japanese?

Kaori: Well, ifs not that 1 definitely think 1 am Japanese. 1 don't think 1
think much about my identity.

Nozomi: Me neither, 1don't thinl< much about it.

Miho: Yes, me neither.

Yasuko: Me neither. 1haven't thought much about it. ..

Kaori: My parents are Japanese, andthat is why 1 am Japanese!

Nozomi: You know when 1am happy tobe Japanese? When 1use my stuff
from Japan and my ftiends at school praise me for having such cute things
[like Sanrio goods]. Bere, there are not many character goods [like Hello
Kitty] ... My friends would say, "wow, Japan and Japanese stuff are cool,"
and when 1 hear such çomments, then 1 would feel, yeah, 1 am Japanese,
andjt's cool to be Japanese ...

This dialogue highlights two, key themes that 1 foçus on in my analysis of the students'

identity: Use of Japanese language and the issue of gaining external "recognition." My

contention is that the students' understanding of Japanese identity is partly a

commoditized one, and this commoditized Japanese identity, represented in popular

culture as "Hello, Kitty," Pokémon, and Manga, enables them to gain "recognition"from

their Canadian c1assmates at their regular school. 1 will begin by exploring the first

theme: Japanese language as an important component of Japanese identity.
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ln the group discussion, the students told me that they do not think and talk much

about their identity. When asked, however, they informed me that they would say they

are Japanese. When 1 asked them to designate something that makes them Japanese, they

told me that it was the use of Japanese. The table 2 indicates which language the students

speak to which family members.

Name Masato Hiroshi Shoji Akira Miho No:zomi Kaori Yasuko

8irth Place Montreal Montreal Montreal Montreal Japan Japan Japan Japan

Montreal since born Born born born 1996 1999 1994 1995

Language with Parents J J/E J J J J J J

Language with Siblings JI some E J/E/F J J J NIA J JI some E

Table 2: The Grade X Students' Language Use

As seen above, everyone speaks Japanese either exclusively or predominantly with his or

her family members. It is understandable that both types of students (Japanese-born and

Canadian-bom) speak Japanese at home predominantly, because that is the language that

the parents feel the most comfortable with. The daily practice of speaking Japanese

contributes to the continuation of the Japanese identity in the students' mind.

1 will now describe several cases that illustrate how various students use Japanese

and how the use of Japanese in various forms in tum reinforces their identity as Japanese.

Pirst, let us take an example of Masato. Masato's family has a satellite TV at

home, and through it, he can watch TV showsthat ar~ simultaneously broadcast in Japan.

He plays Japanese computer games and reads Manga (Japanese comics) in his pastime.

He maintains a very active connection with Japan. In other words, he almost "lives" in

Japan in his imagination. This strongtie he feels toward Japan 1S evident from his

assertion that he identifies himselfwith Japanese and Canadian equally.

Unlike Masato, Hiroshi says that he thinks he is more Canadian than Japanese. At

the same time, he adds thathe thinks he is Japanese when he plays PlayStation and

Japanese computer games. His parents told me that he is often on the Internet to chat

with people from different parts of the world, and that he also chats with people from

Japan in Japanese. Regarding the access to Japanese media, Hiroshi's parents mentioned

that he often watches TV dramas from Japan. He also reads Japanese Manga.(Japanese
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comics) and Amine (Japanese cartoons). His parents informed me that sometimes they

are surprised by Hiroshi's knowledge ofhighly technical and sophisticated Japanese

words that he has acquired from reading Japanese magazines and watching Japanese TV

shows. While he often has problems with kanji (Chinese characters) at the Hoshuko, his

parents say that he knows a lot of kanji for martial arts, because he reads a lot of Japanese

martial arts comics.

According to his mother, Shoji thinks he is very much Japanese. She told me that

although he was born and raised in Montreal, his Japanese is the strongest ofthe three

languages (i.e., Japanese, English, and French). She believes that the reason why he

developed Japanese rather than other languages is that he grew up watching Japanese TV

shows and dramas. Shoji's mother told me that when Shoji was born, the parents started

a new business. They were very busy and could not afford the time to attend to Shoji. He

did not attend any day care and grew up watching Japanese TV shows. His social

environment was also filled with Japanese-speaking people. Thus, even ifhe was born

and raised in Montreal, until he began primary school, he did not have much exposure to

either French or English. This is why his Japanese is the strongest of the three languages.

His mother told me that Shoji has a very good image of Japan:

He often asks me to go visit Japan...Now, he is into soccer, and his dream
is to play soccer in a Japanese professional soccer league... I think that he is
proud to be Japanese. He does not feel small because he is Japanese. He
rather feels proud because he is Japanese ...Anyhow, [he thinks that] Japan
is top for many things, and he feels he is part of iL Whether it is about cars
or other things, good things tend to be "made in Japan." Thesegood
things come from Japan and he feels that he was born into the country that
produces these good things. He is Canadian, but he is also Japanese. He
has things to be proudof. ..Anyway, he has nothad many opportunities to
get to know Japanese "culture," and the opportunities are usually through
Japanese TV programs and dramas. [Translated from Japanese]

Watching Japanese TV programs and dramas and isolation from Canadian children

functions as one means to maintain Japanese; this in turn reinforces their Japanese

identity.

In order to further my understanding of the image of Japan that some students

hold, I conducted an individual interview with Masato during the summer break. At the

Hoshuko, Masato often openly expressed how he liked Japan. When his mother was to
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go to Japan for a year, he insisted that he join her. He decided that he wanted to attend

school in Japan and experience the Japanese lifestyle more in depth. During the course of

our interview, Masato repeatedly emphasized that he liked Japan, and that he was happy

to identify himself as Japanese. The fol1owing is the dialogue that took place between us.

In response to my question, "Who do you think you are?" he stated:

Masato: People often ask me this question. On the Internet, I am always
asked, Where are you from? I first say Canada.

RY: Why?

Masato: Why? I wonder why... But when l "chat" with the same person
for a long time, I will eventually tell this person the truth, that my parents
are Japanese.

RY: What do you say?

Masato: Usually, I would say, "To tell you the truth, I was born in Canada,
but my parents are from Japan," Then, most of the time, the person would
respond saying, "Cool!"

RY: Do you think saying "1 am from Canada, but my parents are from
Japan" is the same thing as saying "1 am Japanese"? Do you think you are
Japanese?

Masato: WeIl, 1don't care much about these [identity] issues. But in my
class, there are people who like Japanese Anime (Japanese cartoons). To
them, 1would say, "Ha, ha, you are from here, and 1am from Japan!"
Usually, 1would say 1am from Canada first, but when it is better to say
"Japan," 1would say that 1am Japanese. When 1am in Japan and asked to
identi:J:Y myself, 1would say 1am Japanese. My response would vary
depending on where 1am...

RY: Then, when do you thinl< you are Japanese?

Masato: I think 1am Japanese when 1 am with my friends. When a friend
tells me, "1 always wanted to go to Japan," 1would say, "Ha ha, 1 am from
Japan." [Translated from Japanese]

In response tomy question, "how do you define Japanese people?" he told me:

My friends think Japanese people are amazing. They think Japanese
people are smart. 1also think that Japanese people are smart and do things
right. It is a small thing. For example, subways are neatly maintained and
kept clean. There is not much spray paint on walls in cities. 1think
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Japanese people are very disciplined.. .I also think that Japanese people
have a lot of imagination because their anime is so developed. [Translated
from Japanese]

Masato's comments relate weIl to the politics of "recognition" discussed by

Charles Taylor (chapter 1). Ih his case, he is happy to acknowledge his identity as

Japanese because his friends recognize Japan as a "cool" country. When his friends talk

weIl about Japan, he can reinforce his tie to that country, feel a sense of pride to be

Japanese, and ultimately feel good about himself.

In terms of the use of Japanese, in addition to speaking Japanese with the family

members, different parents have informed me that their children read Japanese Anime

(Japanese cartoons) and magazines in Japanese, watch Japanese movies, dramas, TV

shows, and play Japanese computer games quite often. Conceming the use of the

language in the form of magazine reading, movie watching, and computer playing, 1

would like to draw from both Benedict Anderson and Arjun Appadurai. Anderson in

Imagined Communities (1991) argues that the development of print media (newspapers

and books) and print capitalism created a new kind of collective consciousness that

contributed to the creation of nationalism. Through reading mass-produced newspapers

that were widely circulated across regions, people who used to live in an isolated

community and know only their immediate surroundings came to "discover" people who

lived far away yet shared a common language. Although people in different communities

and regions had never met each other, they began to "imagine" that they belonged to the

same nation united by a common language. In the case of the Hoshuko students, they feel

and maintain a sense of belonging in Japan not only by speaking Japanese but also by

reading Japanese magazine and cartoons that are available everywhere nowadays.

In addition to print media, having access to Japanese language and culture through

electronic media is an important factor for the students. Regarding electronic media,

Arjun Appadurai, in Modernity at Large: Cultural Dimensions ofGlobalization (1996)

states that,

as mass mediation becomes increasingly dominated by electronic media
(and thus delinked from the capacity to read and write), and as such media
increasingly link producers and audiences across national boundaries, and
as these audiences themselves start new conversations between those who
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move and those who stay, we find a growing number of diasporic public
spheres. (Appadurai 1996:22)

As Appadurai states, electronic media have definitively helped the people at the Hoshuko

to maintain cultural continuity. Because of the advancement of electronic media and easy

access to Japanese media (e.g., TV news), they no longer feel that Japan is a distant

foreign country. Rather, they can feel quite connected to Japan. Even ifthese students

are physically away, they can keep up with Japanese and things that are popular in Japan.

By accessing Japanese electronic media and popular culture, Masato, Hiroshi, and Shoji

belong to the Japanese diasporic community and imagine belonging in Japan. In other

words, they almost "live" in Japan-in their imaginations, at least.

As for those students who came from and will return to Japan, their Japanese

identity seems more normal and unquestionable. Yasuko, Miho, Nozomi, and Kaori aIl

have frequent access to Japanese commodities, and this seems to affect the way they view

Japan.

Nozomi's parents also told me that she closely follows what is going on in Japan

through the electronic media. When l asked her mother whether she thinks Nozomi

considers herself Japanese, she told me that,

Yes, l think that Nozomi feels empathy with Japanese, and she is proud of
it, She fee1s that Japanese commodities are good. When her friends at the
regular school say that they like this thing and that thingabout Japan, then
she feels proud to be Japanese ...When her friends praise Japan, she is
happy. This feeling seems different from being nationalistic about Japan.
It is like as if she feels happy when something about her is being positively
recognized. Sorne ofher friends at herregular schoollike Japanese
cartoons, and they can sing the theme songs in Japanese. When they have
problems with the Japanese song, they sometimes ask Nozomi questions.
When this happens, Noz()mi feels that she has something to contribute, and
she feels close to these friends. Because there is somethingin common
between these students and her, she feels that she can better communicate
with them. [Translated from Japanese]

Having something in common with Canadian friends despite the cultural differences

makes Nozomi feel accepted and integrated in her Canadian school. Moreover, if

Nozomi knows something that her friends want to know, then Nozomi fee1s wanted and

needed; in other words, recognized by her Canadian friends. Whether or not being

Japanese has positive consequences, she ishappy to be Japanese.
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Kaori seems to represent a different case. In the group discussion, she said that

though she would say that she is Japanese if asked, she does not think too much about her

identity. Japanese identity does not seem so important for her. She also mentioned that

although she thinks she is Japanese, "1 have sorne Canadian in me.. .1 think sorne of the

ways 1 think are a bit like Canadian... " Her parents both seem to think that Kaori is quite

far from being Japanese. One reason is that she came to Canada when she was quite

young (at the age of six) and thus knows little about Japan. Another reason is that she has

no problems in either English or French. Her father told me that he worries that Kaori's

Japanese comprehension has been deteriorating over the years. He said, "1 think that she

is becoming more like a Québecoise than Japanese." Her mother also said, "while

Kaori's older sister identifies herself as Japanese due to her values and mannerism, Kaori

feels far less empathy with the Japanese. She seems to care little about her identity,

blending easily anywhere (i.e., diverse situations)." Despite the parents' concems,

however, Kaori is as active about reading and watching Japanese stuff as Nozomi, Miho,

and Yasuko. Her father infonned me, "Kaori watchesthe video. ofJaniize [a group of

young Japanese popular singersJ until the tape gets almost wom out. She is crazyabout

the Janiize. 1 guess watching these videos is good for the improvement.ofher Japanese!"

Although Kaori may not overtly say she is Japanese, her use of Japanese through

magazines and Japanese TV shows reflects her Japanese identity that is often reinforced

through the cultural continuity she maintains with Japan.

During the group discussion, when 1 asked the students "Who are Japanese

people?" Kaori answered to me, "The Japanese people are those who think they are

Japanese." Nozomi responded to the same question by saying, "those who consider

themselves Japanese are Japanese." These responses are very different from the response

of the parents and the official version of who Japanese people are, aspromoted by the

Japanese govemment. While the parents tend to associate the Japanese identity with

certain characteristics (e.g., modesty, humility, being able to communicate without verbal

communication), the students' understanding of Japanese identity is more fluid; it is

expOliable and .consumable at people's will. Contrary to the idea promoted by Japanese

officiaIs that Japanese culture is unique, the commoditization of Japanese identity among

theyouth is on the way. The students seem to understand that culture is something
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elusive and fluid, and that it can be marketed and exported from one place to another. In

a similar sense, cultural identity can also be consumed at a distance and by anyone--even

by non-"racially" Japanese.

In this section, 1have arguedthat being Japanese implies a positive image and

thus brings recognition to my participants at their regular schools. Although the issue of

identity is not a frequent topic of conversation for them, most students identify

themselves as Japanese enthusiastically. Through my fieldwork, 1came to realize that

they do not refer to the Hoshuko as an essential element oftheir Japanese identity. In

other words, the Hoshuko does not play a big role in cultivating Japanese identity in these

students' mind. However, this is not to downplay the importance of the school for the

construction of the identity. Despite the perceptional change of the Hoshuko-from a

school that offered rigorous Japanese education to one where the students relax and

eliminate their daily stress-the Hoshuko is still a place where essential socialization

occurs. Their sense of identity as Japanese cornes from the use of Japanese in various

forms (e.g., talking and reading things in Japanese, and watching Japanese movies) and

the access that they have to Japanese culture; this talking in Japanese and exchange of

Japanese cultural commodities takes place at the Hoshuko.

Through technological advancement (e.g., electronic media) and easy access to

Japanese media and culture, the students can maintain an active connection with what is

going on in Japan. Moreover, because Japanese culture is available in Montreal, the

students understand that anyone who wants to be a part of Japan can consume Japanese

culture and identity. The students say they are Japanese not so much because they share

the commonly known Japanese cultural characteristics. Theil' definition of who the

Japanese people are is flexible, fluid, and open to everyone.

Nonetheless, 1 should note that while the students say that anyone can be

Japanese, at the sarne time they seem to understand that there are more "authentic"

Japanese. When I asked them to give me a definition of Japanese people, they told me

the following (in Japanese):

Kaori: Authentic Japanese people are those who were born and raised in Japan
and have never been to foreign countries.

Miho: Japanese people are those who live in Japan.
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Yasuko: Yes, Japanese people are those who were born in Japan, live in Japan, do
not know rnuch about foreign countries, and whose parents are Japanese.

It is interesting to see that the students seern to understand that authentic Japanese people

are not supposed to know rnuch about foreign countries. Although they did not expand

further, the other side of the sarne coin is that they understand that they thernselves are

not included in this authentic Japanese, because they have lived abroad. If they

understand that they are Japanese, yet a bit different from authentic Japanese, how do

theythink about returning to Japan where authentic Japanese people inhabit? The

concerns that the students and their parents have about their return to Japan are the focus

of the next section.

"When Do We Go Home?": Concerns toward Retaun to Japan

In this section, l discuss sorne concerns that rny participants have expressed about their

return to Japan because how they think oftheir return rnay affect the manner in which

they perceive their identity. As discussed earlier, in the 1970s and 1980s, Japanese

children whospent sorne years overseas (known as kikokushijo) faced difficulty

readjusting thernselves once they returned to Japan. The situation of the kikokushijo

(returnee children) seerns to have irnproved in the 1990s with the introduction of special

educational provisions for these children by the governrnent.

How do the students and their parents think about returning to Japan? Are they

preparing for their return? In the group discussions, which consisted of casual talks at

lunchtirne, and the interviews with the students and their parents, I probedtheir responses

to these questions. While the locally born students expressed few concerns, having no

plans to.return to Japan except for short visits, the Japanese-born students showed varying

degrees of concernsabout returning to Japan. Thus, I focus here on Miho, Nozomi,

Yasuko, and Kaori, aIl ofwhorn plan to return to Japan in the future.

One oftheir main concerns about returning to Japan relates to school. In order to

keep up with Japanese acadernic subjects that are not covered at the Hoshuko, Miho,
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Nozomi, and Yasuko have been taking Japanese correspondence courses. Kaori, too,

used to subscribeto Japanese correspondence courses, but that was because she did not

attend the Hoshuko when she first arrived in Quebec. Once Kaori began coming to the

Hoshuko after two years of living here, her parents told her that studying at the Hoshuko

would be sufficient, thus she quit the correspondence education.

On the subject ofretuming to Japan, Miho told me the. following in the last

informaI interview that l had with her before she left for Japan in June 2001:

l am not looking forward to the strict school regulations in Japan, but l
cannot wait to go back to Japan!

l asked her "why?" and she replied:

Because there is so much neat stuff in Japan, and l want to have it just Iike
other young Japanese girls.

Her mother confirmed that Miho wants to go back to Japan soon becauseshe wants to do

what she sees in Japanese magazines that other young Japanese are doing. She reads

Japanese fashionmagazines and watches Japanese dramas. She has sisters in Japan, so

that she gets aIl the up-to-date stories about Japanese movie stars and popular singers.

She wears clothes that are in style in Japan. Although she acknowledges that schools in

Japan can be much more rigid and stricter thanher Canadian sChool, she does not mind

going back for what Japanese popular culture offers. She has already done in Canada

what she cannot do back in Japan (e.g., going to schooi with makeupand her hair

permed), so she is ready to go back to Japan and even foIlow strict school regulations.

Regarding education, Miho's mothertold me in the interview that Miho has been

doing Japanese correspondence courses since her arrivaI in Quebec; it hasbeen a part of

her daily schedule in addition to her studies at the Hoshuko and her regular school. The

Japanese company that Miho's father works for covers the costof education by

correspondence. When Miho's mother told me that Miho andshe alone wouid return to

Japan within a year, regardiess ofher father's company's order to remain an extra year or

so, l asked her whether Miho has already a school to go to inJapan. She explained:

Yes, l have already decided the school for Miho. When she returns to
Japan, she will first attend a public junior high schooi near our house.
Then, she will take a special entrance examinationas a kikokwihijo to a
public high school wherethere are sorne special programs for the students
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like Miho. This way, her entrance exarn will be only math, English, and
kokugo, and she does not have ta do science and social studies.
[Translated from Japanese]

The rationale for Miho's early return to Japan is based on sorne strategic planning. There

are several government regulations regarding who iseligible to take spedal entrance

examinations as a kikokushijo, and the exarn itselfvaries from public to privateschools

and also from junior, senior high schools and universities. Two important criteria are the

numberofyears lived abroad and the number ofyears since they have returned ta Japan.

For example,.at sorne universities, in order to be eligible to write a special entrance exam,

a kikokushijo has to have returned to Japan within two years priaI' ta the entrance exarn

year, and the length ofthe overseas stay must be over two years. In the case ofMiho,

even if she stays with her father in Quebec longer, she is unlikely to be eligible for the

special university entrance exam, since her father will probably be sent back to Japan

within a year. Because ofthis, Miho's mother informed me that for Miho, it is better that

she returns to Japan now and enters a public junior high school for a year as a regular

student. (There is no entrance exam to enter public junior high school, since it is a part of

compulsory education.) She will then take a special entrance examination as a

kikokushijo to a nearby public high school that offers special programs to the kikokushijo.

This way, she would likely get into a high school without having to study the materials

that she had not studied during her stayin Canada. At the same time, she will have three

years to catch up with the l'est of the students to prepare for a normal university entrance

examination.

Compared to Miho's mother, Nozomi's parents seem less concerned about

Nozomi's education. When I heard that Nozomi has also been.acquiring a Japanese

education by correspondence, plus the Hoshuko and the regular school, I remarked that

she studied a lot. The following excerpt is theinesponses to my comment (in Japanese):

Father: WeIl, she does homework fromher regular school whenever she
has it, but she does homework for the Hoshuko only the night before
(Fridaynight).

Mother: The study for the Hoshuko is only once a week.

Father: Even correspondence education, she does it only whenever she has
time ...Comparatively speaking, she.does not study a lot ...
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Mather: Yes, in comparison to students in Japan, the amount of study
Nozomi does is not a lot. Students in Japan do homework and have a lot
ofmemorization ofkanji (Chinese characters) and math equations
everyday.. .I remember when Nozomi was in the first grade in elementary
school in Japan, sorne of her classmates were already attending cramming
school after elementary school. At sorne point, when she was about the
fourth grade, she told us that she also wanted to go to a cramming school
because many ofher friends were going there. 18 We told her that there is
no need. Our principle is that children need to play and learn from
playing...

Although they understand that Nozomi is not studying as much as other students in Japan,

her parents are not concerned about her education. The reason seems to lie in her parents'

educational philosophy. As a university professor, Nozomi's father deals with university

students who had done nothing but study (i.e., cramming) until they entered university.

Through interactions with his students and seeing the education system first hand, he

views the system of Japanese entrance examination as highly cruel to students, and he

does not want Nozomi to go through this torture. When they say that playing is more

important for a young child than cramming schoolwork, they reaffirm their position that

there is no need to push Nozomi to keep up with preparations for the university entrance

exam, as many Japanese families do with their children.

In this interview, her parents kept telling me that Nozomi has always been self-

confident in expressing her own opinions. To illustrate the point, her father explained:

You know, my wife and l came to the U.S. to do the post-doctoral projects
when Nozomi was two years old. When she was three years old, my wife
went back to Japan with her for sorne time. When they were to come back
to the U.S. to join me, Nozomi began to tell my wife that she would not
want to go with her. She kept asserting herself that she would not go and
she wishes my wife a good luck in the U.S. After talking to her and telling
her the importance ofbeing together as a family, she finally agreed to
come back to the US with my wife ... [Translated from Japanese]

This excerpt illustrates her father's beliefthat Nozomi has her own opinions and is not

shy about asserting them, and her parents respect this. She does not like to be told what

to do. They told me that Nozomi has always needed to understand any given situation.

Here, l elaborate on her personality a little further in relation to the kikokushijo's

stereotypes. As described in chapter 2, one of the stereotypieal characteristics of
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kikokushijo is self-assertiveness. Japanese students with this character trait speak up

when others remain quiet and try not to create any disagreement. When Nozomi returns

ta Japan, her strong self-assertiveness may be seen as an attribute of her overseas

experience and as a typical kikokushijo. However, it is difficult to say ifNozomi is self

assertive because she has always been so or because she has lived abroad. This case

illustrates that it is highly problematic to attribute stereotypical characteristics to

kikokushijo, because this ignores individual differences among kikokushijo.

With regard to schools in Japan, l commented that Nozomi might find them

difficult, since there are many rules and regulations that seemto constrainindividual

freedom. In response to my remark, this next excerpt (translated from Japanese) provides

more insight into Nozomi's upbringing:

Father: We brought her up to be able to express herself and be creative.
She has always liked freedom, so she wouldnot choose to go to a school
where her freedom would be restricted. She will make sure that she finds
a school where she can feel comfortable.

Mother: She has always expressed her mind clearly. It is both because of
her personality and because of the way we raised her.

Both her mother and father understand and respect Nozomi'sdesire to feelless

constrained. Because they understand that it is ultimately Nozomi's choice to decide

which school she wants to attend, they are not so concerned about Nozomi's return to

Japanese education. AIso, they do not believe in the current Japaneseeducational system,

which relies heavily on cramming. They are confident that Nozomi will find a way to

become what she wants to be by herself without following the mainstream.

UnlikeNozomi's case, Yasuko and her family seem more concerned about her

education in Japan. In a casual conversation, Yasuko informed me ofher mother's worry

about her Japanese educational competence. She explained:

My mom insists that l do more Japanese study at home. Now that we are
reallygoing back to Japan [the family returned to Japan in November
2000], my mom every day tells me to study, study, and study. l've heard
enough of it! [Translated from Japanese]

This is one of the few expressions of frustration at having to do double school which l

have come across during my fieldwork. Few of the students resentcoming to the

Hoshuko, as they enjoy meeting their Japanese friends and talking in Japanese. Yasuko's
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expression of frustration is not so much against the Hoshuko as against her mother's

pressure to study more.

In 2000, Yasuko and her family visited Japan for the summerbreak. While in

Japan, they have already 100ked for an appropriate school for Yasuko and her brother to

attend when they would shortly return to Japan. Yasuko wrote entrance exams to several

private junior high schools. She mentioned, "1 did quite weIl in English and Japanese, but

math was not easy for me ... " She did not pass the entrance exam to the school that she

originally wanted to go to but was accepted to another private junior high schoo1. Before

returning to Quebec at the end of the summer, the family final1y decided that she would

go to this private junior high school (that she was offered an admission), which offered

automatic admission to her brother when he graduates from a public primary school.

Yasuko expressed some reservation about this school: "This school does not have a high

school attached, which means that 1will have to study hard and write entrance

examinations for high school in a year." One common strategy among kikokushijo is to

enter a private juniorhigh school that has a complete high school attached, so that they do

not haveto face a high school entrance examination. Originally, Yasuko's family had

preferred that she enter one of these private junior high schools, but she could not get in.

Although she will be able to take a special high school entrance exam as a kikokushijo,

she will have to study for i1. It would have been much easier if she had entered a private
r

junior high school with a high school.

The next excerpt illustrates her mother's comments about Yasuko's education:

Mother: Both Yasuko and her brother have been doing Japanese
correspondence education for the past year, but they do not seem so
diligent in i1. My husband is somewhat upset because it isa waste of
money ifthey don't do i1.

RY: Was subscribing to Japanese correspondence education your
children' s idea or yours?

Mother: WeIl, it was mine. Now that we are to return to Japan in less than
a year, 1 thought my children's Japanese education is not sufficien1. If
they retUTn to Japanese school the way theyare now, they will have hard
timekeeping up with the materials. 1know that. So, in order to somewhat
lessen the problems they are likely to face, 1encourage them to do a bit
more of Japanese studies now.
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You know, my son, he does not really study much. As soon as he cornes
home, he is offwith his friends till almost six o'dock. Sometimes, 1feel
like telling him to stay home and study. But at the same titne, 1have a
mixed feeling about forcing him to stay home and study when he is
learning English from native speakers. Since we are going back to Japan
soon, the time he has with his English-speaking friends is precious for him.
But at the same time, ifhe goes back to Japan now, he would be in trouble
because his comprehension of Japanese and math is weak, so 1know he
needs to study now, but. ..

When my husband first told me that we were coming to Canada, 1 was
glad because 1always wanted to go abroad. My children.were too young
to understand it, though. Once we arrived, my children had difficulty
adjusting themselves ta a new environment. My son used ta ask us when
we were going back to Japan. You know, since 1 am a curious persan,
living here has notbeen difficult. I don't think that 1desperately want to
retum to Japan as soon as possible. Ifmy children's education had not
been difficult, I would have not minded ta stay here longer. But for the
sake ofmy children's education, I think that we should go back to Japan
saon. [Translated from Japanese]

Many parents share the concem ofYasuko's mother about her children's

education. They tend ta have mixed feelings about how to balance the Japanese study

and English (or French in the case of Quebec). On the one hand, they think that leaming

English (or French) from native speakers here and being able ta speak these languages

fluently would be an asset for their children in the future. On the other hand, they also

seem to think that learning foreign languages is a zero-sum game: the more their children

become fluent in foreign languages, the worse their Japanese becomes. Japanese people

have traditionally been quite monolingual, and bilingualism is not yet sa cornmon in

Japan. Sorne people think that knowledge of English or French is acquired only at the

expense of Japanese. This is a very unfortunate tendency. With the increasing number of

kikokushijo and the new introduction of English education at elementary schoùl in Japan,

however, I believe people will slowly cometo understand that it is possible ta be fluent in

more than one· language.

It is one thing ta worry about children's education upon their retum ta Japan; it is

another not ta know when ta return ta Japan. Kaori does not know when her father will

receive the company arder ta return ta Japan. Her mother commented ta me about the

uncertainty surrounding their retum ta Japan:
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When we first arrived in Quebec, my husband' s term here was only four
years ...Thinking that we would go back to Japan at the end of the fourth
year, in our second year here, l took my older daughter to Japan and
visited a number of open houses of the high schools for kikokushijo. [But
my husband did not receive a company order to return at the end of the
fourth year.] Sa, we stayed another year, and another year brought one
more year. This is our sixth year here, but we still don't know when we
will return to Japan. For the children's sake, l wish the company would
tell us when we would be sent back ta Japan... [Translated from
Japanese]

The situation that Kaori' s family faces is not uncommon among the people at the

Hoshuko. Not knowing when they may return to Japan isa problem, because it prevents

the family from planning weIl their children's education. Given that the school year in

Japan begins in April, while schools almost everywhere else in the world begin in

September or October, it takes some planning to have one's children enter school in

April. As a part of Japan' s internationalization of education, changing the beginning of

the semester from April to September has been proposed and debated; yet, the actual

change is likely to take some time to be realized.

Returning to Japan after a long period oftime overseas may be a source of

concem to some Hoshuko· parents and students, but for the students, who know that they

are away from Japan onlytemporarily, it reminds them oftheir Japanese identity. Their

parents are from Japan and that is where they also belong. As Kaori' s sister puts it,

l don't particularly think that lwant to go back to Japan, but l think it is
normal for me to go baclc.. If my parents go back to Japan, then it is
normal that l also go back with them since l am here not because of my
will but because ofmy parents. [Translated from Japanese]

The comments of Kaori's sister indicate that she views Japan as a hometo return to.

When l asked about her identity, she said she is Japanese. While some of the students

may say that there are "authentic Japanese" and admit that they are not one of them,

because oftheir stay in Canada, they nonetheless seem to think they are no less Japanese.

Theyseem to believe that they can be and are as Japanese as those Japanese who have

never left the country. Their understanding of Japanese seems inclusive and flexible.

As discussed above, families have expressed different concerns about returning to

Japan. However, throughout my fieldwork, l heard no expression ofworry about the

cultural and maladjustment that kikokushijo are commonly known toencounter. Parents
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of Miho, Nozomi, Yasuko, and Kaori to1d me how worried they were about their

children' s education, but not about the possibility that their children may be bullied at

schoo1 as kikokushijo. Regard1ess oftheir particu1ar concerns, however, they a1l think

that returning is unquestionab1e-they a1l intend to go back to Japan. For them, returning

is a normal thing to do. Ever since they first 1anded in Quebec, they have known that they

wou1d sorne day return to Japan. Even Nozomi's parents, who hoId criticai views of

Japan' education system, say they want Nozomi to return to Japan, because that is where

she was from and where her home is. Japan was a home to return to.

What is happening in Japan they consider home? Why are parents notconcerned

about the possibility that their children might experience cultural and social

ma1adjustrnent? The answer to these questions is the topic of the next section.

Effects of Globalization and Transnationalism on Identity

Bow have the phenomena of globalization and transnationa1ism affected Japan and

Japanese culture, and how are they re1ated to the returnee's identity? As discussed earlier

in this thesis, the kikokushijo (returnee children) used to face tremendous social and

educationa1 maladjustment upon their return to Japan. 1have argued so far that the

internationa1ization which the Japanese government began to promote in the 1980s has

he1ped thesechi1dren to gain social recognition in Japan; and consequently, the prob1ems

they face when they return to Japan have been lessened. Bere, 1would suggest that there

is a non-education-related reason why kikokushijo's problems havedecreased. That is,

globalization and transnationalism have created a condition where returnee children no

longer become cultura1ly disconnected from Japan while living abroad and thus have an

easier time reentering Japanese society. These phenomena not only spared returnee

children the cultural discontinuity they used to encounter but also transformed the

reception that the kikokushijo receive in Japan.

When a greater number of Japanese people begal.l going abroad on business,

starting from 1950s, their stay in a foreign country meant that they would be disconnected
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from Japan for sorne time until their return to the country. With increasing globalization

and transnationalism, however, the situation of the long-term Japanese overseas

sojourners has changed. Japanese people who reside abroad for an extended period of

time are now able to maintain active cOllilections to Japan. Even if they are physically

away from Japan, they can still participate in what goes on in Japan. Regarding the

phenomenon of transnationalism, Basch et al. notes that

Jet planes, coupled with low cost fares, make it possible almost literally to
have a foot in two countries, while telephones, fax machines, money
transfer companies, and rapid freight shipments facilitate the rnovement of
material goods and ideas. Today's electronic technology lends a sense of
immediacy to the social relations of people who are geographically distant.
(1994:23)

The people at the Hoshuko can talk to their family and friends in Japan, be.cause long

distance calls have become much more affordable. Theycan afford to go back to Japan

once or twice a year because of the availability of affordable airfares. While the rightto

vote in an election used to be restricted to Japanese citizens living in Japan, legislation

has been changed to allow them to vote from abroad. In short, the social and cultural

discontinuity experienced overseas is no longer inevitable-Japanese travelers no longer

have to be isolated from Japanese society.

This cultural continuity has also been made possible due to the expansion of

media. Ulf Ham1erz in Cultural Complexity: Studiesin the Social Organization of

Meaning (1992) discusses the distribution and process of cultural flow. In his analysis of

culturalflow, he points to the expansion of media as one of the most important factors

that enhance the dissemination of culture from one place to another. He notes,

With regard to the distributive implications of media, the main fact is that
the production ofmeaningful overt forms can occur in one place, their
consumption in another; and since media often involve recording,
meanings can be stored for later use. Cultural flows can thus be
extensively managed inspace as well as in time ...As far as the spatial
aspect is concerned, media have extended humanexperienceand social
life in many ways beyond the strictly local. (Hannerz 1992:28)

In the case of the people at the Hoshuko, what goes on in Japan can be sirnultaneously

watched through satellite TV or later consumed in Montreal. As "the media, such as

television, allow culture to becorne globalized by neutralizing space" (1992:246),
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Japanese living in Montreal can share their native culture with people in Japan through

this "neutralized" space.

In addition to the media, the expansion of cultural marketing has spread Japanese

culture around the world, enabling it to become commoditized and thus consumed outside

of Japan. It has also affected the degree of availability of Japanese popular culture and

cultural commodities abroad and vice versa. As noted in the earlier section of this

chapter, the Hoshuko students whom Iinterviewed understand their identity as Japanese

in relation to a Japanese popular culture (e.g., Sanrio goods such as Hello Kitty,

Pokémon, and PlayStation) that is now available and accessible to them in Montreal.

Living in Montreal, they may be physically distant from Japan, but they can actively

consume Japanesepopular culture. In other words, Japanese popular culture represented

by cultural commodities (e.g., Pokémon) can be consumed at distance. This new attitude

towards Japanese culture creates a space for students to construct a more fluid, flexible

Japaneseidentity.

In addition, the way in which kikokushijo think of Japan has chartged over time.

In AERA, a weekly Japanese magazine published by a major Japanese newspaper

company (Asahi), 1came across an interesting article discussing how and why the

kikokushijo think Japan is good enough and they do not want to leave any more oncethey

have returned .19 The article is based on interviews with several kikokushijo and their

parents. One kikokush?Jo, Masashi (twelve years old), who spent three years in Los

Angeles, reported that he felt delighted when he heard that his father's company was

sending him and his family back to Japan. While in Califomia, he stayed in a big house

with abig yard and a beautiful view of the city. Once he returned to Japan, he had to live

in a small family-type apartment building with a view no more beautiful than that of

another high-rise across the street. The reporter askedhim ifhe likedbeing back despite

his school's many regulations and policy ofmaking students memorize and cram

materials to prepare for university entrance examinations-none of this existed in his

America school. He responded, "Japan is good," heaving a sigh of relief.

Masa$hi explained that his concem about going to the United States began before

leaving Japan whenhe watched a video on life in the U.S. He had imagined the U.S. to

be a scary place filled with guns and crimeS. Once there, he felt quite safe, though it took
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him a while to get used to English and the American way of living. In the interview, he

mentioned that he felt the following disappointments about the United States. First, he

did not like American food. Second, he felt the U.S. was uncomfortable. Japan's relative

safety and well-developed public transportation system allowed him to go on his own to

buy anything he wanted (e.g., a chewing gum). In the U.S., he needed sorneone to drive

him wherever he wanted to go. Third, he was not impressed by the quality of American

clothes, except sorne brands. He felt he had few purchases to brag about when he returns

to Japan-which, in fact, contradicts mypersonal experience.

After spending an academic year at a public high school as an exchange student in

the United States, 1returned to Japan and immediately became the center of attention at

my high school. Whatever 1brought back from the U.S. was regarded with certain

admiration. To myclassmates' eyes, American stuffrepresented something "cool."

Masashi clearly felt differently. Whatever he purchased in the U.S. is readily available in

Japan, and Japanese quality may even be higher. His attitude reminded me of Miho's, as

she kept telling me that Japan and Japanese stuffwere "cooler." Neither Masashi nor

Miho seem to feel that they are kikokushijo returning from North America. They are

neither "different" from other Japanese people nor special.

Having been back in Japan for only a few months, Masashi was asked by the

reporter whether or not he wanted to live in a foreign country again in the future. He

paused, "Uhmmmmm... ," revealing some reluctance. Masashi's reservation about

leaving Japan again is shared by another kikokushijo. Tarowho lived in Bangkok for

three years also thought that Japan was good enough for him and did not feel he wanted

to leave again. He mentioned that in this globalized era, he could learn and get whatever

he wanted without actually going abroad. By accessing the Internet, for exarnple, he

could listen to his favorite Western popular music and learn about life abroad.

Ayako, who stayed six years in the United States and six years in France, agrees

that Japan is good. She says, "It is normal for Japanese people to thinl( that Japan is a

good country to live in." She adds that because she lived away from Japan for a long

time, she accumulated a longing for life in Japan. Now that she has returned, she has no

intention of living in a foreign country again. This article explains that many kikokushijo

favor Japan over the foreign countries they had lived in because they feel at home,
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comfortable speaking and interacting with fellow Japanese. They regard Japan as a

comfortable country.

More importantly, the reason that they do not think that living abroad and things

foreign are so special is that they can go elsewhere whenever they want to and can get

whatever they want to. Having this choice enables them to say thatthey prefer living in

Japan for now. For them, Japan is no longer an isolated island country. They seem to

think that Japan is connectedto the outside world by land.

As globalization and transnationalism have changed the condition of Japanese

expatriates, they have also transformed Japanese society enough to be tolerant of

"differences." As a result, the type of reception that the kikokushijo (returnee children)

face on their return has also changed.

Historically, only a small number ofnon-Japanese have lived in Japan. The image

thatJapan is inhabited only by Japanese people has been altered slowly with the

government' s general policy of internationalization. One aspect of this

internationalizationhas been the introduction of the Japan Teaching and Exchange (JET)

program, inaugurated in 1987. JET' s annual. budget is in the order of $400 million, and it

annually brings more than 6,000 foreign nationals to Japan into the Japanese-English

program (cf McConne1l2000). Through this program, foreign language teachers (mostly

English) have been sent aIl over Japan and have made direct contactwith Japanese

people. Before the commencement of the JET program, foreigners in Japan used to be

concentrated in the cities, and Japanese people in rural areas saw foreigners only on TV

and rarely through direct contact. JET not only meant a dramatic increase in the number

offoreigners in Japan, but a1so the opportunity for Japanese people even in smaIl villages

to begin to see and have contact with foreigners.

How have the increased contacts with foreigners experienced by ordinary

Japanese people affected the kikokushijo? According to Pang,

The accumulated effect of the two events-increase of returnees and the
emergence of a group [of] foreigners in Japan-has rendered the 'foreign'
element of returnee less marginal, less threatening and thus more
mainstream. After aIl Japanese returnees are children often born andbred
in Japan. (Pang 2000:290)
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In other words, faced with the presence of "authentic" foreigners, the foreignness

attributed to kikokush?Jo began to fade away.

In Japan, "foreigners" and "foreignness" have, for a long time, been associated

with "threats." This explains why the kikokush?Jo were seen to be in need ofreadaptation;

they were seen as a "threat" to Japanese homogeneity, and the foreign elements in their

behavior had to be removed in order to protect the integrity of the homogeneous Japanese

people. However, with the increasing presence of foreigners, the kikokush?Jo have been

transformed froma threat to an "internationalized Japanese." "Internationalized

Japanese" are no longer intimidated by foreigners (usuaUy Westerners for the Japanese)

and are able to assert Japan in the international arena. This change in images has allowed

the kikokushijo to integrate into Japanese society more smoothly.

Globalization has not only made Japanese people living abroad feel closer to

Japan, but also changed the way the people in Japan perceive the outside world, the West

in particular. Throughout its history, Japan has had an ambivalent relationship with the

West. Since the Meiji Restoration, while the West has been the goal that Japan strove for,

Western culture was not only admired but also seen as a threat to Japanese culture. After

Japan's defeat in World War II, American soldiers came to Japan, giving away American

candies and chocolates to starving Japanese children. When 1was a student at high

school in Sapporo, Japan, my English teacher told me that one of the few English phrases

Japanesepeople were familiar with after World War II was "Give me a chocolate!" For

the generation of the Japanese people who experienced the war and who lived the

aftermath of the war, Americans and Westerners looked taU, strong, and threatening.

Westerners were seen as somewhat superior than Japanese and made Japanese people feel

inferiorto them.

But time has passed, and young people in particular do not seem to suffer the

same kind of inferiority complex prevalent among the older generation. One may say that

Japan's internationalization has indeed achieved one ofits aims: to make the Japanese

people feel comfortable and confident in their own country, less engrossed by the West.

Many young Japanese people seem proud ofwhat Japan represents (e.g., high technology,

widespread Japanese popular culture suchas Anime, Manga) and do not feel inferior to

what the West may represent any longer. .Therefore, even if the kikokushijo should
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symbolize·certain "foreign" or "Western" dimensions, rather than feeling inferior or

threatened by them, Japanese are likely to conclude: "So what? It is not such a big deal."

Japanese people no longer feel threatened by either Westerners or the kikokushijo.

Another important point is that with cultural continuity, the kikokushijo do not

represent such a "different" kind of people. They may sometimes behave differently;

they may speak sorne foreign languages. However, the kikokushijo's classmates in Japan

can now think, "WeIl, despite sorne differences, they know what 1know [through media

and accessing Japanese popular culture] even ifthey were living outside of Japan, which

means that they are not that different from me!" While kikokushijo have historically been

regarded as the people who fell out of the recognized bounds of the Japanese people,

culturalcontinuity has made them appear far less strange in Japan. They may still bea bit

different from other Japanese people; yet, in substance they are as Japanese as other

Japanese are.

In this section, 1have raised several points with regard to the effects of

globalization and transnationalism on the identity of the kikokushijo. These phenomena

have not only enabled long-term Japanese expatriates and their families to maintain

cultural continuity with Japan but also made Japanese popular culture and cultural

commodities available abroad. Given this new situation, the kikokushijo no longer face

the same degree of discontinuity that they faced in the past and consequent readjustment

difficulty. Additionally, the growing presence of foreigners in Japan has also helped to

erase sorne "foreign" elements in kikokushijo's behavior, transforming the type of

reception they face upon their return to Japan. Moreover, the way Japanese people think

about the outside world and the West has changed in this globalized, transnationalized

era. Foreign and Western things do not connote "superior" or "threat" to Japanese people

any more. In the final chapter, 1 synthesize the argument made in this thesis.
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Chapter 5. Con.clusion

[Before leaving Japan,] 1didn't know that 1could go back to Japan once in
a while for a visit. 1 came to Canada thinking that 1would not be able to
return to Japan for at least five years ...But once 1arrived here, 1 realized
that 1could go back to Japan almost every year and feH that Japan was not
so far away. Now, 1think 1am not left behind people in Japan, because 1
can get information about Japan and keep up with what goes on there.

- Mrs. Kato
[Translated from Japanese]

These words conclude what we have quoted from Mrs. Kato at the beginning of this

thesis. Mrs. Kato had been concerned that if she left Japan, she would suffer a fate

similar to that ofthe mythical character, Urashimataro: being disconnected from Japan

while living in Canada and feeling isolated when she returns to Japan. Once in Canada,

however, she gladly realized that her worry was unfounded. Despite physical separation,

she found that she could stillfeel a part of Japan. This thesis has examined the historical

context which may have influenced or may help to explain Mrs. Kato's initial fears. We

have explored how, in the context of Japan's changing relationship with the world, living

outside of Japan no longer poses the same threat to Japanese identity it once did.

Fears like those of Mrs. Kato have their roots in the historically ambivalent

relationshipthat Japan has had with outside world, especially with the West. Since the

Meiji Restoration at the endofthenineteenth century, Japan has both admired and feared

the West. While the importation of Western knowledge and technology has been
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essential to its modernization, Japanese leaders feared that excessive Western influence

could threaten their homogeneity and integrity. Therefore, the education system focused

on teaching students Japanese cultural values in order to create the "proper" Japanese

citizen with Japanese consciousness. After World War II, many educational reforms were

proposed and implemented, but school education continued to be a means of

socialization, reinforcing Japanese values and identity.

In the 1980s, the Japanese government launched the policy of internationalization,

intending to open up the country to the world, economically, politically, and culturally.

In order to ease mounting economic tension with Western countries due to the Japanese

trade surplus, the government began actively promoting its unique cultural practices

based on the nihonjinron (theory of Japanese people). Unexpectedly, the government's

policy of internationalization and the popularity of the nihonjinron among both Japanese

and non-Japanese reinforced a barrier between Japanese and non-Japanese, making it

even more impenetrable than before. It contributed to the making and reinforcing of

official culture in Japan.

With increasing internationalization, more Japanese people left the country for

business. When they returned to Japan, they faced the difficulty ofre-entry. In

particular, their children experienced social, cultural, and educational maladjustment.

Given the importance of school education as a locus of socialization and teaching of

Japanese values, their absence from Japan meant that these children were not educated to

be "proper" Japanese. They were thought to be contaminated by life abroad and foreign

culture. Therefore, they were treated as "problem" children who needed "reprocessing"

in order to become "proper" Japanese. In Japan, where conformity and group orientation

have been traditionally valued, "differences" have tended to be negatively regarded. To

the homogeneous Japanese, the kikokushijo (returnee children)-who were presumed to

be Westernized-represented the typical traits that Japanese people were meant to avoid.

Faced with this cold welcome, the kikokushijo lost their sense of belonging and identity as

Japanese. It is no wonder that, given thishistory, parents like Mrs. Kato have harbored

deep anxiety about leaving Japan with their families, as leaving Japan often meant losing

one's sense ofbelonging.
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However, in order to prevent these children from losing their sense of identity,

Japanese schools were established in various parts of the world. The Montreal Hoshuko

was established within this context in 1972. As 1have shown inchapter 3, the original

purpose of such a school was based onthe desire to foster Japanese values and identity in

Japanese chi1dren residing abroad and to prepare them for their return to Japanese school

education by keeping them abreast of the Japanese curriculum. Over time, with the

changes in Japan's and Canada's cultural and political economic contexts, the Montreal

Hoshuko has transformed itself from a rigid school opened exclusively to Japanese

students returning to Japan to a place where Japanese people could gather together to

relax and socialize in an informaI setting.

By analyzing my interviews with the Hoshuko students, 1have identified several

factors that have contributed to the students' retention of Japanese identity. First, being

recognized as Japanese by other students in their regular schools helps reinforce the

identity of the Hoshuko students as Japanese. For the Hoshuko students and their

Canadian classmates alike, Japan.represents a country full of "cool stuff'-such as

Pokémon, high technology, Anime, Manga. Therefore, the Hoshuko students' connection

with Japan is a source ofpride and status. Second, cultural continuity through the

expansion of the media, technological advancement, and availability of Japanese culture

in Montreal has helped the students to maintain their Japanese identity. Third,

commodities, entertainment, and information available in Japan are easily available

abroad, and thus the Montreal Hoshuko students can actively consume Japanese popular

culture and maintain a somewhat commoditized identity as Japanese. The Kikokushijo

have become less "different" from "ordinary" Japanese people through such shared

experiences (i.e., consumption of Japanese popular culture). One may suspect that these

factors are likely to foster a smoother reentry into Japanese society for today's children

than for those returning in the 1970s and 1980s.

Daniel Yon describes this process in his discussion of the globalization of identity:

The local.. .is at the intersection of the global. Under these conditions, the
media and now the Internet have come to profoundly influence how
individuals see their place in the world. Social space is constructed out of
social processes that occur elsewhere, so that. .. the place to which we
belong might best be thought of as a part and moment in the global
network of social relations and understandings. Under these conditions,
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associations with multiple places and transnational identities are
commonplace, and individuals in Toronto may well feel doser to family
and friends in Latin America, Africa, Asia, or Europe than they do to the
neighbors in the apartment above or those next door. (Yon 2000: 16).

For Japanese people in Canada, Japan is no longer a far away place. As distant from each

other as these two countries are, they are connected via the Internet, the media, and the

desire of Japanese expatriates to consume their home culture.

It is the same for people in Japan, too-foreign countries are no longer strange,

faraway places. In contrast to Japan's historical geographical isolation (as an island

surrounded by sea) and political policy of sedusion, particularly from 1600-1868, the last

thirty years have marked an end to Japan's isolation. Not only have more Japanese lived

overseas, more and more foreigners have moved to Japan as a result of increasing

internationalization, globalization, and transnationalism. Modern communications have

facilitated the flow of foreign popular culture to an unprecedented degree, whether in the

form of American films or French clothing designs. The net result has been that the

Japanese people have reached out to different peoples, without losing pride in their own

culture. And their new perception of the outside world has significant1y changed their

perception of the kikokushijo.

The situation of the kikokushijo has improved since the 19708, when they first

became seen as a "problem." They are now offered various educational privileges

induding an exemption from regular examinations for entry to junior and senior high

school and university. With Japan's internationalization of education, the image of the

kikokushijo has changed from that of "problem" toone of "intemationalized Japanese."

In this thesis, l have explored the identity of the Montreal Hoshuko students as a

case study that demonstrates this changing understanding of Japanese culture and identity

in a globalized, transnationalized era. Using a historical and political economic

framework, l have shown that the kikokushijo mondai (problem of returnee children) and

their identity crisis were primarilydue to the historically rigid definition of what makes

someone "Japanese." Because identity in Japan has been so fixed and inflexible, a

different way ofbeing Japanese, e.g., the kikokushijo, was not easily accepted. The

kikokushijo were seen as "different" because they did not fit into the rigid definition of

Japanese people. This studyhas focused on the development of a more flexible
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understanding ofthis identity. Adaptationto a foreign culture and overseas experience

does not necessarily make a Japanese person less Japanese. As the definition ofbeing

"Japanese" became less rigid, the kikokushijo have come to be seen as representing a new

kind of Japanese identity.

On the definition of Japanese people, Sugimoto states,

With an increasing number of Japanese going beyond Japan's
geographical boundaries and more foreigners entering Japan, there is no
single answer to the vexed questions ofwho the Japanese are and what
Japanese culture is. While conventional analysis of the Japanese and
Japanese culture focuses uponthe comparison between 'straight Japanese'
and 'straight foreigners,' knowledge of globalized Japan will not improve
without investigation into the mixed categories. .. (1997: 190)

As hinted by Sugimoto, it no longer makes sense to approach the question of who the

Japanese are without examining the external forces that currently shape their definition as

a people. We must understand the Japanese identity within this globalized and

transnationalized context. Identity is not a zero-sum game; it needs to be taken as a

"process."

In the past, the tale of Urashimataro provided people like Mrs. Kato with a

cautionary tale about how leaving one's home can lead to the loss ofidentity. However,

imagine the story of Urashimataro taking place today:

Urashimataro went to the Sea Palace, far away from his native village.
Although he spent several years at the Sea Palace and enjoyed his time
there, he never forgot about his native village because the Sea Princess
and the Sea King while feasting constantly reminded him of his village as
a good place. As he felt good that the Princess and the Kind had a good
opinion of his home, he maintained his sense of belonging in the village
and his identity as a member of his native village. While in the Sea
Palace, he kept close touch with his native village through talking to his
family and friends on the phone and following news through satellite TV
and newspapers. Also, commodities from his village were available to
him at the Sea Palace, which further facilitatedhis continuous relationship
withhome. He had good time at the Palace, but he wanted to go back to
his home since he considered his native village as a good and comfortable
place to be. Because of this connection he maintained with his village, he
did not feel discontinuity while being away, and smoothly re-entered the
life of the village when he finally returned home.

The current situation of the Hoshuko students can be explained in the light ofthis

modified Urashimataro story. Although parents like Mrs. Kato and students like Miho
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can still expect their reentry to require time for readjustment, the reality today is that they

willlikely no longer feel like, or be treated like, foreigners in a foreign land. Instead,

they will be treated as newly "internationalized Japanese."

Basically, 1have challenged the conventional understanding of the Japanese

people promoted by the nihonjinron theorists. The identity crisis that the kikokushijo

were reported to suffer is attributable to the rigid, fixed definition that predominated

within the Japanese mindset. Whoever did not fit into this definition was labeled

"different," and "differences" have oftenbeen regarded as negative in Japan, whereas

uniformity and conformity are highly valued. My contention is that identities are not

fixed or frozen in time. Rather, they should be understood as fluid and flexible, shaped

by history, a given context, and multiple external factors. The identity of adolescents like

the kikokushijo, especially, should be regarded as a continually changing "process." A

more flexible understanding of Japanese culture, people, and identity is needed in a

globalized, transnationalized world.

1 have also argued that increasing communication and contact with external forces

have changed and will further change the way the Japanese people understand their

culture, identity-themselves. It is my hope that more research in this area will be done

in arder to help us explore further the process of how this nGw sense of identity is being

fostered in the Japanese context.
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Endnotes

1 The storyline is that one day Urashimataro, a young fisherman, happened to rescue a turtle on a shore and
retumed her to the sea. A few days later, he was invited to the palace of the Sea God. The turtle that he
saved was in fact a princess of the Sea. He was given a warm welcome by the princess and the king, and a
feast was given every day in his honor. He enjoyed the time at the palace so much that he forgot about his
village, his mother, and his fishing job. Three years passed. One day, the princess showed him the life of
the village, and aU of sudden, he recalled whom he had left behind in the village and began to miss them.
He decided to return to the village to see his mother, but when he arrived, he felt that things were different
from what he knew. He could find neither his home nor his mother. He asked people around, but nobody
knew what he was talking about or who he was. When he finally found the grave ofhis mother, he realized
that the beautiful three years that he spent in the palace was in fact three hundred years in human time.
(http://mhtrnl.ulis.ac.jp/-myriam/futsu/urashimajp.html)

2 Kikoku literally means to return to one's home country. Shi means children or boys andjo girls. The
combined Shijo is a classic and, currently, legal term fo: "children."

3 A more extensive discussion on multiculturalism is beyond the scope ofthis thesis. In the debate on
multiculturalism, anthropologists seem to remain somewhat indifferent, maintaining that multiculturalists
use the term culture differently from anthropologists (Turner 1993). In his article "Anthropology and
Multiculturalism: What Is Anthropology That Multiculturalists Should Be Mindful Of It?" Terence Turner
raises several important points regarding the multiculturalists' use of culture. He states,

As a code word for minority, demands for separate recognition in academic and other
cultural institutions, multiculturalism tends to become a fonn of identity politics, in which
the concept of culture becomes merged with that of ethnie identity. From an
anthropological standpoint, this move .. .is fraught with dangers both theoretical and
practical. It risks essentializing the idea of culture as the property of an ethnic group or
race; it risks reitYing cultures as separate entities by overemphasizing their boundedness
and mutual distinctness; it risks overemphasizing the internaI homogeneity of cultures in
terms that potentially legitimize repressive demands for communal conformity; and by
treating cultures as badges of group identity, it tends to fetishize them in ways that put
them beyond the reach of critical analysis-and thus of anthropology. (Turner 1993 :411
412)

In short, anthropologists Iike Turner are critical of the concept ofmulticulturalism because it tends to
essentialize and reify the concept of "culture", overemphasizing the internaI homogeneity of cultures
cultures that anthropologists strive to reveal otherwise (Turner 1993 :412).

4 Two academic title on the Japanese education system includeGail Benjamin's Japanese Lessons: A Year
in a Japanese School Through the Eyes ofan American Anthropologist and Her Children (1997) and
Thomas Rohlen's Japan 's High Schools (1983).

5 The Meiji Restoration is generally considered to have been a revolution from the top (Tabb 1995: 15). For
an extended discussion on the Meiji Restoration, refer to Meiji lshin: Restoration and Revolution by United
Nations University (1985).

6 Regarding Japaneseimperialism, Ching in "Imaginings in the Empires of the Sun: Japanese Mass Culture
in Asia" (in Contemporary Japan and Popular Culture) notes that Japanneededto be armed andto build a
strong army to protect herself, given what happened in China (1996: 175).

7 It is thought that as soon as the Allied Occupation and reforms began in 1945, the Imperial Rescript on
Education was eliminated. However, it was not until 1948 that the Imperial Rescript on Education was
repealed from schools; that's when the Diet chose to remove if (Hori 1991 :272; Marshall 1995: 155 in
Roesgaard 1998:44).
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8 The new Fundamental Law of Education (1947) states that "education shallaim at the full development of
personality, striving for the rearing of the people, sound in mind and body, who shalllove truth and justice,
esteem individual values, respect labour and have a deep sense ofresponsibility, and be imbued with the
independent spirit, as builders ofpeaceful state and society" (in Passin 1965:302).

9 For further discussion on this issue, see Roesgaard 1998.

10 Kokugo is translated as the "national language of Japan" which is different from nihongo ("Japanese
language.") Whereas foreigners study nihongo, Japanese children leam kokugo which involves a certain
ideological agenda. For further discussion, refer to Elaine Gerbert's "Lessons from the Kokugo (National
Language) Readers" (1993).

11 Or further discussion on the ideology of the Meiji period, refer to chapter 5 ("Civil Morality") of Carol
Gluck's Japan 's Modern Myth: Ideology in the Late Meiji Period (1985) and Stephen Vlastos' (eds) Mirror
ofModernity: Invented Traditions ofModern Japan (1998).

12 The article is a chapter in Images ofJapanese Society: A Study in the Structure ofSocial Reality (1986).

13The article is from a book, Global Convulsions: Race, Ethnicity, and Nationalism at the End ofthe
Twentieth Century (1997).

14 The article based onthis interview with Akiko is entitled as "A Non-Japanese Japanese: On Being a
Returnee" in Diversity in Japanese Culture and Language (1995).

15 Sensei means teacher in Japanese.

16 In Japan, both the national flag and anthem havebeen controversial, being so closely associated with the
Second World War. The state has passed a law, requiring each school to present both symbols at school
ceremonies; however, there has been a great deal ofprotêst and resistance from teachers and parents, and
these symbols have not been universally acknowledged as legitimate and thus appropriate for schools. For
more details, see Sugimoto, An Introduction to Japanese Society (1997).

17 Sugimoto notes, "Japanese schools invoke militaristic ethics for the 'personality fonnation' of students.
These ethics have multiple layers but ail embrace the notion that some physical training is needed to
produce a socially acceptable person" (1997: 122).

18 Cramming school in Japan is sometimes regarded as a place of socialization for students.

19 The titlc of the article is "After all, Japan is Good while Being Young" (written in Japanese) (Fujiu
2000:82).
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